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This brochure can be  seen as a very 
important media and tool which introduces 
this community to everyone who may be 
interested, including students, business 
men, mothers, and travelers. The most 
important purpose of this brochure is to 
ĂƩƌĂĐƚŵŽƌĞƉĞŽƉůĞĂŶĚůĞƚƚŚĞŵƌĞĂĚƚŚĞ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇĂƐŵƵĐŚĂƐ
possible. Thus, the images are the key parts 
ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞƚĞǆƚŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŝƚƐĞůĨ͘ dŚŝƐ
brochure uses many high quality pictures 
on almost every page. People will be 
ĂƩƌĂĐƚĞĚďǇďĞĂƵƟĨƵůƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ͕ƚŚĞŶƐƚĂƌƚ
reading the text beside those pictures. This 
brochure also uses a lot of blank spaces 
ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƉůĂĐŝŶŐĂůůƚŚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŝŶĂ
very crowded way. Therefore, readers will 
ŶŽƚĨĞĞůƐŽƟƌĞĚŽĨƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚŽĨĐŽƵƌƐĞ͕
ƚŚĞǇǁŝůůŚĂǀĞŵŽƌĞƟŵĞƚŽĞŶũŽŝŶĞĂĐŚ
ďĞĂƵƟĨƵůƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ͘ďŽǀĞĂůů͕ƚŚĞƵŶŝƚǇĂŶĚ
variety is used in a comfortable balance in 
this brochure, which will make readers to 
have more fun and interests while reading.
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The Potential Conflict between Forensic Ethnic Identification and 
Societal Interpretation in America 
 
Jerielle Cartales, Departments of Biology and Anthropology, Western Oregon University 
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Kristin Latham 
 
Forensic anthropology is the application of the history, structure, and development of mankind in a 
forensic setting and serves as a bridge between societal and anthropological views on race. Forensic 
anthropology is a relatively new field and yet it, like all sciences, is impacted by the works of those who 
came before. While forensic anthropology is aided by the classification groups created in the past, it is 
hindered by the mantel of racism that covers any study into human differences. This study was intended 
to determine how the general educated public, as portrayed by members of Western Oregon University, 
viewed forensic anthropological terminology and to establish whether or not this opinion was influenced 
by age, position at WOU, or ethnicity. Age appeared to be the most significant factor when studying a 
participant’s reaction to and understanding of the selected forensic anthropological terminology. Although 
a wide variety of participant definitions was given for each term, relatively few respondents connected the 
terms with the scientific use: racial classifications based on biological accumulation of traits seen in the 
skeleton. The wide variety of definitions indicates that the field of forensic anthropology in general, and at 
Western Oregon University specifically, has not satisfactorily educated the general public as to the use, 
and reason behind the use, of the terms Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid in their appropriate scientific 
setting. However, the forensic anthropology program at WOU has begun only recently. As the program 
expands and more members of the campus community, particularly students, understand the terms 
Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid in their proper forensic anthropological setting, perhaps we will see a 
trend towards unity in definitions in the coming years. 
 
Keywords: Forensic, Ethnicity, Ethnic, Society, Identification, ID, Anthropology, Forensic Anthropology, 
Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Negroid, Societal Conflict, Forensic Conflict 
 
Introduction 
 
Today, America is continuing to struggle away from 
racial stereotypes and discrimination, turning the validity 
and importance of racial identification in forensic 
anthropology into a cross-disciplinary debate involving 
biology, anthropology, and society as a whole. Biology 
and anthropology both claim that discrete human races 
do not exist, while society continues to use race to 
describe human life. Forensic anthropology is the 
application of the history, structure, and development of 
humankind in a forensic setting and serves as a bridge 
between societal and anthropological views on race. 
However, forensic anthropologists are sometimes 
accused of racism by supporting the existence of 
discrete races and perpetuating this idea in society. In 
this paper, I specifically address the reaction of society 
to select forensic anthropological racial classificatory 
terminology: Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid. 
 
 
What is Race? 
Biology and society do not agree on the concept of 
race. For this reason, there are different terms used in 
conjunction with social and biological views of human 
differentiation.  
Ethnicity is defined by society for use in society [1]. 
It is constantly changing and has no scientific 
foundation. This term reflects a person’s cultural heritage 
more than any physical differences. However, what 
constitutes racial divisions is not clearly defined. For 
example, while the Irish generally possess fair skin, for 
immigration purposes in the early twentieth century the 
Irish were not considered white [2]. 
Biological “race” is “a division of a species which 
differs from other divisions by the frequency with which 
certain hereditary traits appear among its members” [3]. 
Rather than focusing on superficial population 
differences, such as skin color, biologists look at the 
frequency of traits which occur to varying degrees 
among “races” [4]. This term is most often applied to 
subspecies of lower vertebrates; biologists have largely 
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disregarded the idea of discrete biological differences 
between populations of humans.  
Social race and biological race are not the same. A 
person described as “Hispanic” is described by a social 
rac ; this term could refer to populations such as 
“southern European white, Spanish-speaking 
Mesoamerican or South American Indian, or…a blend of 
the two” [5]. These populations are not discrete 
biological races, but rather populations with higher 
frequencies of a particular trait, such as dark hair or light 
skin, than a surrounding population. 
What, then, is race? Race is a social construct 
perpetuated by social recognition of superficial physical 
differences between populations.  
 
Classification Systems 
Humans have an inherent need to classify and 
organize the world around them. Understanding how 
people are organized socially today requires a look back 
at how they were classified in the past. What follows is a 
brief description of three examples of historic 
classification systems: the Great Chain of Being, Carolus 
Linnaeus’ classification system, and Johann 
Blumenbach’s separation of humanity. 
Aristotle’s Great Chain of Being was furthered 
during the Enlightenment from the 17th century to the 
early 18th century. The Great Chain of Being emphasized 
three central concepts: plentitude, continuity, and 
gradation [6]. Plentitude meant that everything that could 
exist did exist. Continuity meant that everything in the 
universe had an infinite series of forms and that each 
form shared at least one attribute with its neighbor. 
Finally, gradation meant that all forms were represented, 
from the least existence to God Himself, in a line from 
inferior form to superior form.  
This system was used to place the world in order. 
God was the highest form as He was most perfect. 
Angels were second only to God. Man, created in God’s 
image, fell just below angels and the rest of creation 
lined up below man. However, man was not created 
identical; some had lighter and some darker skin. 
European scientists of lighter skin began to hypothesize 
that men of lighter skin must be closer to God and those 
of darker skin closer to the beasts [7].  
Carolus Linnaeus lived during the end of the Great 
Chain’s reign and was most famous for creating the 
binomial classification system scientists use today. 
However, he also divided humanity into different 
varieties based on geographic regions representing the 
four corners of the earth: Europaeus (European), 
Americanus (American Indian), Asiaticus (Asian), and 
Afer (African) [7]. Though Linnaeus described people of 
geographical areas, he described Europeans as having 
more desirable traits than any other variety. In this way, 
he perpetuated and even legitimized the idea of white 
superiority.  
Johann Blumenbach had a “primary role in founding 
the science of modern anthropology” [8]. When Linnaeus 
separated humanity, he grouped them as varieties of a 
whole, with none higher and none lower than the others. 
However, in the 1780’s, Blumenbach organized 
Linnaeus’ 4 varieties into 5 races - Caucasian, 
Mongolian, Negroid or Ethiopian, Malayan, and 
American Indian - that extended outwards from a 
Caucasian ideal [9, 10].  Blumenbach created the term 
“Caucasian” because he hypothesized that people in the 
region of the Caucasus Mountains, the theoretical 
location of the Garden of Eden, were the most beautiful, 
and therefore the closest to God. Since humanity was 
created in God’s image and thereafter changed from the 
“ideal”, “we may fairly assume [white] to have been the 
primitive color of mankind” as it is easier for light to 
become dark than dark to become light [as quoted by 
Quintyn, 2010]. According to Blumenbach, humanity 
arose as beautiful, white beings and spread across the 
globe, acquiring variations in physical characteristics as 
time passed.  
The Great Chain of Being placed white humans just 
inferior to God, while relegating those with darker 
pigmentation closer to the animals. Carolus Linnaeus 
broke from this classification of the natural world to 
categorize humanity according to geography. 
Blumenbach agreed that all humanity was related, 
spreading out from a single location; however, he 
reinforced the ideas that were prevalent at the time: 
white humans were more beautiful than, and thereby 
superior to, others [8]. His classification scheme, created 
over 200 years ago, is still used today. 
 
Forensic Anthropology 
Forensic anthropology is the application of 
biological anthropology in a forensic setting. That is, the 
study of human form, structure, and development is 
applied to unknown human skeletal remains. The 
forensic anthropologist is tasked with “trying to identify 
and quantify the major…genetic…components 
contributing to the person’s appearance” [11]. However, 
these essentially raw data are not useful to the 
investigating police officer. Therefore, the forensic 
anthropologist must translate these genetic components 
into terms that the general public can understand. After 
all, forensic anthropologists communicate with the 
public, not with biological anthropologists who 
understand the subtleties of human variation [12]. That is 
why forensic anthropologists must present all findings in 
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terms which reflect the everyday usage of the society 
with which they interact [13-17].  
However, some anthropologists feel that racial 
identification perpetuates racial stereotypes and 
validates the concept of discrete races [12, 18]. 
Contrarily, George Gill, a biological anthropologist, 
claims that it is not a problem if anthropologists in 
general ignore traditional concepts of race if they prefer 
quantitative approaches, however, “the forensic 
anthropologist must address race” [5, his emphasis]. 
Norman Sauer, a forensic anthropologist, furthers Gill’s 
assertion by stating that “race identification by forensic 
anthropologists has little to do with whether or not 
biological races exist” [13]. 
Regardless of whether or not race exists, research 
into racial identification has slowed in recent years, in 
part because “there is a fear that the mantle of ‘racist’ 
will settle upon anyone unwise enough [to study skeletal 
variability in terms of race]” [17]. As Americans in 
particular have become more and more socially aware, 
so, too, does the stigma attached to racial classification.  
American forensic anthropologists have traditionally 
identified remains using three of the five main races set 
forth by Johann Blumenbach in the 1780’s: Mongoloid, 
Negroid, and Caucasoid. These three categories are 
among the most commonly seen in America. However, 
as humanity grows ever more homogeneous due to the 
ease of travel and the relaxing of racial segregation 
throughout the world, the identification process becomes 
more ambiguous. Currently, forensic anthropologists can 
reliably determine the race of a set of remains 85 to 90% 
of the time [13]. Yet, without further research, current 
methods could eventually become obsolete, especially if 
budding forensic anthropologists shun research 
pertaining to racial classification due to social taboo.  
 
Methods 
My research on society’s interpretation of the three 
main “races” in America - Mongoloid, Negroid, and 
Caucasoid - was conducted through a survey designed 
to test for pre-existing awareness as well as pre-existing 
understanding of the terminology. Additional information, 
such as age, position at Western Oregon University, and 
ethnic self-identification, were collected for comparison. 
I distributed this survey both online and in person. 
Online, the participant was merely required to agree to 
take the survey; I collected signed informed consent 
forms during the in-person survey. These consent forms 
were folded and placed in a sealed box by the 
participant. The box was then shaken on occasion, 
mixing the forms and making it impossible to match a 
consent form with the anonymous questionnaire.  
The online portion of this survey was created using 
Survey Gizmo. The URL for the survey was emailed 
across campus using the all faculty/staff and all student 
email addresses. Additionally, the survey was handed 
out in person. In this instance, I stood in front of the 
Werner University Center, a prominent building at the 
center of Western Oregon University’s campus, on two 
separate days for roughly one hour and a half each day 
and asked for responses. After these two days, one 
before and one after spring break, I had collected over 
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50 surveys in person, with a collective total of more than 
300 responses.  
The results were catalogued and analyzed using 
Microsoft Excel. Paired T-tests were performed using 
Microsoft Excel. 
 
Results 
The majority of survey respondents were between 
the ages of 18 and 29 (58%). Fourteen percent were 30 
to 39, 10% were 40 to 49, 11% were 50 to 59, and 7% 
were 60 or older. The remaining 2% did not provide their 
age. Almost 200 participants (65%) were students at 
Western Oregon University. Additionally, 16% were 
faculty, 15% were staff, and 4% did not fall into the 
above categories. Of the participants that provided an 
ethnic self-identification, 80% self-identified as white or 
Caucasian. One percent was African-American, 2% 
American Indian, 4% Asian, 1% Pacific Islander, 7% 
Hispanic, and 5% identified as other. The “Other” 
category ultimately included identifications such as 
Finnish-American and German because these are not 
necessarily indicative of an ethnic group.  
Previous Experience with Terminology 
Sixty-three percent of respondents had heard the 
term “Mongoloid” before. Of these, 35% had heard it in 
an academic setting. Fourteen percent had heard it at 
home, 18% in any form of media, and 7% through social 
interactions. Thirteen percent read the term in literature, 
5% heard it at work, and 8% were unsure of where they 
had heard it before (Fig 1a).  
Roughly half (52%) had heard the term “Negroid” 
before. Of these, 38% heard it in academia, 11% at 
home, 12% through the media, and 7% through social 
interactions. Seventeen percent had read the term in 
literature, 5% had heard it at work, and 10% were unsure 
(Fig 1b). 
Approximately one third (33%) of participants had 
heard the term “Caucasoid” before; 46% in academia, 
7% at home, 10% in media, and 5% through social 
interactions. Seventeen percent read it in literature, 7% 
heard it through work, and 8% were unsure (Fig 1c). 
Participant Definitions 
To establish how well each participant understood 
the terminology, participants were asked to provide a 
definition, regardless of whether or not they had heard 
the term before. Six percent of respondents did not 
provide a meaning for the term “Mongoloid”. After 
compiling the responses, the remaining 94% were sorted 
into six categories: Unsure (13%), From Mongolia 
Directly (14%), Of Asian Ancestry/Descent/ 
Characteristics (19%), Relating to Down Syndrome/ 
Mental Deficiency (23%), Relating to Ancient Humans 
(3%), and Other (22%) (Fig 2a). Responses which 
mentioned Asia or Mongolia without referencing 
ancestry, descent, or characteristics of any sort were 
placed in the “From Mongolia Directly” category. Some 
responses vaguely mentioned human or racial 
classification in general. These were placed in “Other” 
because they did not specifically mention Asian or 
Mongolian ancestry, descent, or characteristics.  
Six percent of respondents did not attempt to define 
the term “Negroid”. The remaining 94% were sorted into 
six categories: Unsure (10%), From Africa Directly (5%), 
Of African Ancestry/Descent/Characteristics (27%), 
“Black” (25%), Relating to African (American) Culture/ 
Ethnicity (11%), and Other (16%) (Fig 2b). Participant 
responses that mentioned Africa but did not specify 
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ancestry, descent, or characteristic traits were classified 
as “From Africa Directly”. Others mentioned African or 
African-American culture or ethnicity. These were 
separated from African ancestry, descent, and 
characteristics because of the difference between 
ethnicity and ancestry; ethnicity is a social classification 
while ancestry is biological history.  
Seven percent of respondents did not provide a 
definition for the term “Caucasoid”. The remaining 93% 
fell into six general categories: Unsure (6%), From 
Europe Directly (2%), Of European/Caucasian 
Ancestry/Descent/Characteristics (29%), 
White/Caucasian (39%), Associated with the Caucasus 
Mountains Directly (4%), and Other (13%) (Fig 2c). Any 
responses which mentioned Europe without mentioning 
ancestry, descent, or characteristics in general were 
categorized as “From Europe Directly”. This category 
also differed from “White/Caucasian”, a category 
reserved especially for the social classification. 
Forensic and Biological Aspects 
To determine how they felt about the terminology 
participants were asked to rate their reactions to the use 
of Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid as positive, 
negative or neutral. The terminology was defined from 
both a forensic and a biological viewpoint. The former 
described the use of the terminology in a criminal justice 
setting, illustrating the use of skeletal features for racial 
identification. The latter described the terminology in a 
biological setting, with emphasis on the gradual 
accumulation of traits in a particular population. 
Participants were given a brief summary of how a 
forensic anthropologist looks at a skull for the presence, 
absence, and significance of pre-established features to 
“translate” into social race. They were then given a brief 
summary of biological evolution and what the 
accumulation of traits means to a population and, 
therefore, to a forensic anthropologist. The majority of 
participants reported neutrality for both forensic and 
biological perspectives (51.5% and 57.4% respectively). 
Twenty-six percent of reactions to the forensic use of the 
terminology were positive and 22.2% were negative. On 
a rating scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being indifferent and 
10 being strongest, 53% of the positive responses to the 
forensic use were rated 5 or below; 47% were above 5 
(Fig 3a). Contrarily, 73% of negative responses to the 
forensic use received a strength rating above 5. 
Respondents neutral to the forensic usage largely rated 
their reaction as either 1 or 5. Few (15%) neutral 
responses were above a strength rating of 5. 
Thirty-one percent of respondents found the 
biological use of the terminology positive and 11.3% 
found it negative. Fifty-two percent of all positive 
responses fell between a strength rating of 5 and 8. The 
negative responses were also predominantly high (64% 
above 5), although largely 8, 9, and 10 (Fig 3b). The 
neutral responses were again largely 1 or 5. 
When asked to rate their overall reaction after the 
different aspects were explained, 56.9% of respondents 
were neutral, 28.8% found the biological and forensic 
aspects to be positive, and 14.2% found them to be 
negative. The majority (57%) of positive responses were 
above 5, with the highest ratings between 5 and 8. Sixty-
eight percent of negative responses were above 5, with 
ratings highest between 7 and 10. Of the neutral 
responses, most rated their reaction as either 1 or 5 (Fig 
3c). 
Participant responses were then compared 
between forensic and biological aspects; there was a 
significant correlation between positive responses to the 
forensic aspect and positive responses to the biological 
aspect (Table 1). Additionally, there was a significant 
correlation between positive responses to the forensic 
aspect and positive responses to the overall application. 
That is, respondents who found the forensic aspect to be 
positive were more likely to find the biological aspect and 
the overall application to be positive as well. However, 
there was no correlation between positive biological 
aspect and positive overall application of the terms 
(Table 1, response vs. strength). There was a significant 
correlation between neutral responses to the forensic 
aspect and neutral responses to both the biological 
aspect and the overall application. Additionally, there 
was a significant correlation between the neutral
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Table'1'pJvalues'and'r2'values'
Response vs Strength 
  p r2  p r2  p r2 
PF v PB 0.00 0.88 NUF v NUB 0.00 0.96 NEF v NEB 0.15 0.24 
PF v PC 0.01 0.60 NUF v NUC 0.00 0.90 NEF v NEC 0.06 0.38 
PB v PC 0.00 0.09 NUB v NUC 0.00 0.95 NEB v NEC 0.04 0.42 
Definition vs Age 
MONGOLOID p r2 NEGROID p r2 CAUCASOID p r2 
18 v 30 0.82 0.02 18 v 30 0.01 0.82 18 v 30 0.01 0.85 
18 v 40 0.72 0.04 18 v 40 0.08 0.57 18 v 40 0.01 0.82 
18 v 50 0.60 0.07 18 v 50 0.00 0.90 18 v 50 0.00 0.92 
18 v 60 0.46 0.14 18 v 60 0.10 0.54 18 v 60 0.03 0.72 
30 v 40 0.00 0.96 30 v 40 0.39 0.19 30 v 40 0.04 0.70 
30 v 50 0.05 0.67 30 v 50 0.00 0.90 30 v 50 0.00 0.95 
30 v 60 0.04 0.69 30 v 60 0.12 0.49 30 v 60 0.01 0.83 
40 v 50 0.09 0.55 40 v 50 0.17 0.41 40 v 50 0.04 0.69 
40 v 60 0.04 0.68 40 v 60 0.13 0.48 40 v 60 0.01 0.88 
50 v 60 0.01 0.86 50 v 60 0.04 0.70 50 v 60 0.03 0.73 
Reactions vs Age 
Forensic Pos p r2 Biological Pos p r2 Overall Pos p r2 
18 v 30 0.57 0.04 18 v 30 0.28 0.14 18 v 30 0.32 0.13 
18 v 40 0.23 0.17 18 v 40 0.86 0.00 18 v 40 0.03 0.46 
18 v 50 0.53 0.05 18 v 50 0.98 0.00 18 v 50 0.60 0.04 
18 v 60 0.92 0.00 18 v 60 0.92 0.00 18 v 60 0.39 0.10 
30 v 40 1.00 0.00 30 v 40 1.00 0.00 30 v 40 0.37 0.10 
30 v 50 0.90 0.00 30 v 50 0.91 0.00 30 v 50 0.37 0.10 
30 v 60 0.15 0.24 30 v 60 0.61 0.03 30 v 60 0.54 0.05 
40 v 50 0.03 0.46 40 v 50 1.00 0.00 40 v 50 0.78 0.01 
40 v 60 0.18 0.22 40 v 60 0.06 0.37 40 v 60 0.23 0.18 
50 v 60 0.91 0.00 50 v 60 0.15 0.24 50 v 60 0.11 0.28 
Forensic Neu p r2 Biological Neu p r2 Overall Neu p r2 
18 v 30 0.42 0.08 18 v 30 0.02 0.53 18 v 30 0.00 0.69 
18 v 40 0.00 0.89 18 v 40 0.00 0.72 18 v 40 0.00 0.80 
18 v 50 0.11 0.29 18 v 50 0.01 0.58 18 v 50 0.03 0.48 
18 v 60 0.01 0.65 18 v 60 0.00 0.83 18 v 60 0.85 0.01 
30 v 40 0.20 0.19 30 v 40 0.20 0.19 30 v 40 0.03 0.45 
30 v 50 0.07 0.35 30 v 50 0.01 0.56 30 v 50 0.00 0.79 
30 v 60 0.40 0.09 30 v 60 0.01 0.62 30 v 60 0.75 0.01 
40 v 50 0.07 0.35 40 v 50 0.06 0.36 40 v 50 0.09 0.32 
40 v 60 0.00 0.74 40 v 60 0.00 0.72 40 v 60 0.38 0.10 
50 v 60 0.03 0.47 50 v 60 0.00 0.65 50 v 60 0.78 0.01 
Forensic Neg p r2 Biological Neg p r2 Overall Neg p r2 
18 v 30 0.52 0.05 18 v 30 0.69 0.02 18 v 30 0.91 0.00 
18 v 40 0.51 0.06 18 v 40 0.55 0.05 18 v 40 0.85 0.00 
18 v 50 0.67 0.02 18 v 50 1.00 0.00 18 v 50 0.92 0.00 
18 v 60 0.76 0.01 18 v 60 0.36 0.11 18 v 60 0.54 0.05 
30 v 40 0.28 0.15 30 v 40 0.10 0.30 30 v 40 0.23 0.17 
30 v 50 0.01 0.62 30 v 50 0.40 0.09 30 v 50 0.83 0.01 
30 v 60 0.48 0.06 30 v 60 0.84 0.01 30 v 60 0.72 0.02 
40 v 50 0.08 0.33 40 v 50 0.06 0.36 40 v 50 0.03 0.46 
40 v 60 1.00 0.00 40 v 60 0.40 0.09 40 v 60 0.17 0.22 
50 v 60 0.29 0.14 50 v 60 0.14 0.25 50 v 60 0.63 0.03 
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biological aspect and the neutral response to overall 
application. However, there was no correlation between 
any negative responses. 
Participant Definition and Age 
The data were then analyzed to determine if there 
was a correlation between the participant definition of 
Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid and participant age. 
There was a significant correlation between definition of 
Mongoloid and participants 30 or older, as well as 
between the definition of Negroid and most age ranges. 
There was also significant correlation between the 
definition of Caucasoid and all age ranges (Table 1, 
Definition vs. Age). In this case, a significant correlation 
between ages indicated that the selected age ranges 
defined the term similarly, and the definitions did not 
change.  
Participant Reaction and Age 
Positive and negative reactions to the forensic and 
biological uses indicated a normal level of variation. This 
was also the case in the reaction to the uses once the 
differences were clear. However, there were several 
instances of significant correlation as well as significant 
lack of correlation in the neutral responses to all uses 
(Table 1, Reactions vs. Age).  
 
Discussion 
Age proved to be the best factor for comparison. 
Overall, strength of response to Mongoloid, Negroid, and 
Caucasoid increased as age increased. Definitions, 
however, remained relatively constant as age increased; 
Negroid was most often associated with ancestry and 
Caucasoid most often associate with “being white”. Ages 
18-29 and 40-59 most often associated Mongoloid with 
Down Syndrome. However, these categories are very 
broad and hide the wide array of participant definitions; 
such diversity in participant definitions suggests more 
work is to be done on educating society as to the 
practical application of biological differences between 
populations in forensic anthropology.  
On average, nearly 64% of participants had 
encountered the terminology Mongoloid, Negroid, or 
Caucasoid at school, at home, or in the media; these 
three areas also tend to be the places where people 
spend the bulk of their time. It is therefore concerning to 
the field of forensic anthropology that 26% associated 
“Mongoloid” with Down Syndrome, mental inferiority, or 
an ancient ancestor of modern human. Many 
participants also specified, regardless of definition, that 
“Negroid” was “a racist” term. Even “Caucasoid” was not 
free from the stigma of racism; one participant wrote that 
it referred to “people [who] only like white people” while 
another said is a “racial slur for a Caucasian”. 
Participants who associated the term with racism or 
mental deficiencies were more likely to have heard the 
term used this way by family, friends, teachers, or media 
personalities than to have read it in literature (70% and 
16%, respectively). 
Strength of reaction to the forensic, biological, and 
overall aspects of Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid 
was rated on a scale of 1 to 10; 1 meant the participant 
was indifferent to the practical application of Mongoloid, 
Negroid, or Caucasoid presented to them, while 10 
meant they felt very strongly about the application. A 
reaction strength rating of either 1 or 5 occurred in 
higher-than-normal amounts across the board. The high 
occurrence of 1 was expected; it was the lowest score 
the participant was able to give and therefore the best 
way to portray that the participant did not care about the 
use or was not concerned in the slightest. The high 
occurrence of 5 was anomalous, but was potentially due 
to the similarity between the study’s scale and scales 
other studies use. For instance, in standard scales, 5 is 
the indifferent number. In this study, 1 was used to 
indicate indifference. If the participant was not aware of 
this, possibly because they did not read the question 
thoroughly, then they would potentially choose 5, 
thinking it was neutral. In fact, when asked for comments 
on the study, several respondents admitted they were 
not paying close attention when reading the different 
aspects and overall application. The anomaly in itself 
indicated that respondents in general were not overly 
concerned by the use of racial classifications in science; 
those that read the survey thoroughly and responded in 
kind are the minority. 
Especially interesting in defining terms, participants 
age 18 to 29 and age 40 to 59 both associated 
“Mongoloid” with Down Syndrome or mental deficiency 
most frequently (average of 28%). The remaining two 
age ranges did not. This could indicate that the younger 
participants are learning the term Mongoloid in classes, 
such as history, as a term to avoid; it could also have 
been heard from parents, teachers, or media 
personalities in a derogatory sense. The majority of each 
age range, however, associated “Negroid” with African 
ancestry, descent, or characteristics, rather than with 
just “being black” (although this was a close second in 
every case). This was not the case with “Caucasoid”; 
most associated the term with “being white”. There was, 
in fact, no significant difference between definition of a 
term and the age of an individual; that is to say, the 
frequency of a definition did not change significantly with 
age.  
Although, on average, half of the participants had 
heard the terminology before, they provided a plethora of 
definitions for each term. The wide variety of definitions 
indicated that biological and social science in general, 
and at Western Oregon University specifically, has not 
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satisfactorily educated the general public as to the use, 
and reason behind the use, in its appropriate scientific 
setting. However, as the forensic anthropology program 
at WOU is just beginning, and not all participants have 
been exposed to courses explaining the proper use; 
perhaps we will see a trend towards unity in definitions in 
the coming years as the program develops.  
As it stands, participants who responded positively 
to the forensic aspect of Mongoloid, Negroid, and 
Caucasoid were more likely to respond positively to the 
biological aspect as well as to the terminology as a 
whole. However, those that found the biological aspect 
to be positive, independent of the forensic, were less 
likely to find the terminology as a whole to be positive 
(Table 1, response vs. strength). The forensic aspect in 
the survey discussed practical applications in a criminal 
justice setting; the biological aspect mentioned changes 
in populations over time which can then be traced by a 
forensic anthropologist. The results indicated that 
participants view terminology positively when separated 
from biological differences, although these differences 
are the accumulated changes that are used in the 
criminal justice setting. The forensic anthropologist, then, 
must be aware of the broader social implications of 
biological differences, however slight, between humans; 
the reliance on slight biological differences to establish 
race is largely the reason that anthropology in general 
disagrees with forensic anthropology. However, these 
biological differences exist and are helpful; the best way 
to counter the social stigma is to educate society. 
As age increased, the reaction to the forensic use 
shifted from a rating of 4 or 5 (18-29) to a rating of 7, 8 
or 9 (50-60+), indicating a stronger reaction to the 
particular term. Since the 18 to 29 age range made the 
same association with Down Syndrome as the 40 to 59 
ranges, the difference between reaction strengths is 
most likely due to the introduction of the proper forensic 
setting; since I did not ask participants for their strength 
of reaction to their own definition, it was impossible to tell 
which age group felt strongest about the terms before 
the different aspects were introduced. However, it 
became apparent that neutral responses to the uses 
aspects were generally in the lower numbers, negative 
responses were generally stronger, and positive 
responses were in the middle (between 4 and 6). If 
forensic anthropologists intend to educate the public 
about the terminology that is behind racial classification, 
they will have to first counter the strong negative 
responses and nurture the weaker positive responses. 
Conclusion 
Forensic anthropology is a relatively new field and 
yet it, like all sciences, is impacted by the works of those 
who came before. While forensic anthropology is aided 
by the classification groups created in the past by 
Linnaeus and Blumenbach, it is hindered by the mantel 
of racism that covers any study into human differences. 
This study, then, was intended to determine how the 
general educated public, as portrayed by members of 
Western Oregon University, viewed forensic 
anthropological terminology and to establish whether or 
not this opinion was influenced by age, position at WOU, 
or ethnicity.  
Overall, the results of this survey indicated that 
people at WOU were largely indifferent to the different 
ways in which the racial classification terms are applied. 
However, the minority that did react either positively or 
negatively to the use also reacted stronger on average 
than those that felt neutrally. The younger generations 
(age 18-39) felt less strongly about the use of the 
terminology as it pertains to science than did the older 
generations (age 50-60+), although the two groups 
defined the terms similarly.  
Age appeared to be the most significant factor 
when studying a participant’s reaction and 
understanding of the selected forensic anthropological 
terminology. Since the younger ages felt less strongly 
about the uses than the older ages, it would be best to 
devote most attention to educating adults age 18 through 
39. Although a wide variety of definitions was given for 
each term, relatively few respondents connected the 
terms with the scientific use: racial classifications based 
on biological accumulation of traits seen in the skeleton. 
Instead, bringing biology into the discussion resulted in 
an increase in strong negative responses. 
Participants who associated Mongoloid, Negroid, or 
Caucasoid with racism or mental deficiencies were more 
likely to have heard the term used this way by family, 
friends, teachers, or media personalities than to have 
read it in literature. The best way to counter association 
with racism is through continual education of the public. 
The wide variety of definitions indicated that the field of 
forensic anthropology in general, and at Western Oregon 
University specifically, has not satisfactorily educated the 
general public as to the use, and reason behind the use, 
of the terms Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid in their 
appropriate scientific setting.  
However, the forensic anthropology minor program 
at WOU has begun only recently. As the program 
expands and more members of the campus community, 
particularly students, understand the terms Mongoloid, 
Negroid, and Caucasoid in their proper forensic 
anthropological setting, perhaps we will see a trend 
towards unity in definitions in the coming years. In turn, 
these students will spread their understanding of the 
biological and forensic applications of Mongoloid, 
Negroid, and Caucasoid to the community outside of 
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Western Oregon University. In this way, perhaps we can 
counter the fear that the “mantle of ‘racist’” [17] will fall 
upon those studying human skeletal variation in general 
and upon forensic anthropologists in particular. 
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Graph Nim
Breeann Flesch and Akaanchya Pradhan
1. Introduction
Nim is a well-known two-player impartial com-
binatorial game. Various versions of playing Nim
on graphs have been investigated. We investigate
a new version of Nim called Graph Nim. Given a
graph with n vertices and multiple edges, players
take turns removing edges until there are no edges
left. Players have to choose a vertex and remove at
least one edge incident to the chosen vertex. The
player that removes the last edge or edges wins
the game. In this paper, we give the solution for
certain game boards of Graph Nim, compare the
game of Graph Nim to another impartial combi-
natorial game, and discuss open problems.
2. Impartial Combinatorial Games.
An impartial combinatorial game has several
features that set it apart from other games, specif-
ically [5]:
1. There are two players that alternate moves;
2. There are no elements of chance - for example,
no rolling dice or distributing cards;
3. There is perfect information - all possible
moves are known to both players;
4. The game must end and there are no draws;
5. The last move determines the winner - in nor-
mal play, the last player to move wins the
game.
Examples of games that are not impartial com-
binatorial games are Go, since the last person to
move is not necessarily the winner, Backgammon,
since there is an element of chance (rolling the
dice), Tic-Tac-Toe, since it can end in a draw, and
Rock-Paper-Scissors, since the players do not al-
ternate moves. Impartial combinatorial games are
purely about strategy. In 1912 it was proven that
in an impartial combinatorial game one player has
a strategy to win the game [7].
Nim is one of the most common impartial com-
binatorial games. It is played with n piles of to-
kens with k1, k2, ..., kn tokens in each pile. The two
players take turns removing at least one token from
one selected pile. The player that removes the last
token or tokens wins the game. Although the ex-
act origin of Nim is unknown, it is reported to date
back to ancient times. Charles Bouton found the
solution to Nim in 1902 [1], and that result is con-
sidered to have given rise to combinatorial game
theory. The solution to Nim uses binary numbers
and is very interesting. We will not go over the
solution here, since it is not the solution to the
game we investigated. In [2] and [4], there is a
comprehensive solution to Nim.
Study of combinatorial games consists of find-
ing the winning and losing possibilities of players
from a given game position or game board. For
the purpose of this paper, we define a W-position
as a position in which the next player has a strat-
egy to win the game (so a winning position), an
L-position as a position in which the next player
will lose the game if the opponent plays optimally
(so a losing position) and a terminal position is a
position from which there are no more moves avail-
able. Notice that all game positions are either an
L-position or a W-position, so L-positions and W-
positions partition the set of all game positions for
a given game.
There are three characteristic properties of L-
positions and W-positions that are valid for all
impartial combinatorial games [4]. Proving that
these three properties hold is finding a solution to
the game. The three properties are:
1. All terminal positions are L-positions.
2. From every W-position, there is at least one
move to an L-position.
3. From every L-position, every move is to a W-
position.
Another way to think about these three prop-
erties is:
1. If it is your turn and there are no more moves
to make, you just lost the game.
2. If you are in a winning position (W-position),
there is at least one move you can make
to hand your opponent a losing position (L-
position).
3. If you are in a losing position (L-position),
every move you make hands your opponent a
winning position (W-position).
3. Graph Nim
Here we introduce some necessary graph the-
ory definitions. For a comprehensive treatment of
graph theory see [6]. A graph G consists of a ver-
tex set V (G), an edge set E(G), and a relation
that associates each edge with two vertices called
its endpoints. When u and v are the endpoints of
an edge, we say that u and v are adjacent. If vertex
v is an endpoint of edge e, then v and e are called
incident. Multiple edges are edges having the same
pair of endpoints, and a loop is an edge whose end-
points are equal, i.e., an edge that connects a ver-
tex to itself. A cycle is a graph whose vertices can
be placed around a circle so that two vertices are
adjacent if and only if they appear consecutively
along the circle. Notationally, C3 and C4 are cy-
cles of 3 vertices and 4 vertices respectively (see
Figure 1).
A variation of Nim, called Graph Nim, can
be played on graphs with multiple edges, but no
 
Figure 1: A C3 and C4.
loops. During each turn of this game, a player first
chooses a vertex, then removes at least one edge
incident to the chosen vertex. The players take
turns until all the edges have been removed, and
the player that removes the last edge or edges wins
the game.
This version of Graph Nim was introduced at
a Research Experience for Teachers led by Dr.
Michael Ferrara and Dr. Breeann Flesch at Uni-
versity of Colorado Denver in 2010. The teachers
proved Theorem 3.1, but the result never appeared
in print. Here we independently prove Theorem
3.1 and then prove other results about this game.
To understand the game better, let’s consider
an example of Graph Nim on a C3 with multiple
edges. This game is illustrated in Figure 2, and the
game starts with game board 1. Player 1 chooses
vertex A and removes two edges between A and B,
which leaves Player 2 with game board 2. Then
Player 2 chooses vertex A and removes one edge
between A and B and one edge between A and C.
Now Player 1 is working o↵ of game board 3; player
1 chooses vertex C and removes two edges between
A and C and two edges between B and C. This
leaves Player 2 with game board 4. Next Player
2 chooses vertex B and removes one edge between
B and C. Examining game board 5, Player 1 sees
an opportunity to win the game. Player 1 chooses
vertex A and removes all of the remaining edges.
Thus Player 1 wins the game. Notice that Player
2 was left with a graph with no edges, game board
6, and that is the terminal position for this game.
We now present the solution to Graph Nim on
C3 with multiple edges.
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Figure 2: An example of a game played on C3 with
multiple edges.
3.1. Graph Nim on C3
Theorem 3.1 In Graph Nim on C3 with multiple
edges, a position is an L-position if and only if
a = b = c such that a, b and c are the number of
edges as shown in Figure 3.
Proof: Let n be the largest value of a, b and c.
We proceed by way of strong induction on n. For
the base case let n = 0, so a = b = c = 0. Since
this is the terminal position, it is an L-position.
Thus our base case has been proved.
Now we assume that for all values k < n, that
a position is an L-position if and only if a = b =
c = k. We now consider the case where the largest
value of a, b and c is n. Without loss of generality

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Figure 3: A C3 with multiple edges, where a, b,
and c are the number of edges.
let n = b and a be the smallest value of a, b and
c. Either a 6= b or a = b. If a 6= b, the move is to
choose vertex A and remove c   a edges between
vertices A and B and b  a edges between vertices
A and C. Now we have c0 = c  (c  a) = a edges
between A and B, b0 = b   (b   a) = a edges
between A and C and a0 = a edges between B
and C. Since, a < n and a = a0 = b0 = c0 by
our inductive assumption, we have moved to an
L-position. Therefore, it was a W-position.
Now assume that a = b, so a = b = c = n. By
the rules of the game, it is necessary for the player
to remove at least one edge. However, the player
can remove edges from at most two edge sets. Here
the game is moved to the situation in the previous
case, which implies it is an L-position.
By induction, a position is an L-position if and
only if a = b = c.
Now let us look back at the game that was
played in Figure 2. On game board 1, a = 3, b = 4
and c = 4, so Player 1 was in a winning position
(W-position). However, he/she did not know the
correct move to make to hand Player 2 a losing po-
sition (L-position). To figure out the correct move,
we look to the proof of Theorem 3.1. The small-
est of a, b and c is a = 3, so we choose vertex A
and remove b   a = 4   3 = 1 edge between A
and B and c  a = 4  3 = 1 edge between A and
C. After removing these edges, it would be that
a = b = c = 3, which is an L-position.
To illustrate the last property, we can look at
game board 4 in Figure 2. On this game board
a = b = c = 1, so by Theorem 3.1 it is an L-
position. When Player 2 moves, he/she must re-
move at least one edge and can remove at most two
edges, regardless of which vertex is chosen. Either
way, this will leave the opponent with a way to win
the game by removing all of the remaining edges.
Similar to Graph Nim on C3, this game can be
played on graphs with more vertices. Next, we will
see the solution to Graph Nim played on C4 with
multiple edges.
3.2. Graph Nim on C4
 
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Figure 4: A C4 with multiple edges, where a, b, c,
and d are the number of edges.
Theorem 3.2 In Graph Nim on C4 with multiple
edges, a position is an L-position if and only if
a = c and b = d such that a, b, c and d are the
number of edges as shown in Figure 4.
Proof:
Let n be the largest value of a, b, c and d. We
proceed by way of strong induction on n. For the
base case let n = 0, so a = b = c = d = 0, which
implies that a = c and b = d. Since this is the
terminal position, it is an L-position. Thus our
base case has been proved.
Now we assume that for all values k < n, that
a position is an L-position if and only if a = c and
b = d, where if a   b then a = c = k or if a  b
then b = d = k . We now consider the case where
the largest value of a, b, c and d is n. Without loss
of generality let n = b and a   c. Either a = c
and b = d or not. If not, we choose vertex A then
remove b  d edges between vertices A and B and
remove a c edges between vertices A and C. Now
we have a0 = a  (a  c) = c, b0 = b  (b  d) = d,
c0 = c and d0 = d, so a0 = c0 and b0 = d0. This
is now an L-position, implying we started in a W-
position.
Now assume that a = c and b = d. By the
rules of the game, it is necessary for the player to
remove at least one edge. However, the player can
remove edges from at most two edge sets. Here
the game is moved to the situation in the previous
case, which implies it is an L-position.
Thus a position is an L-position if and only if
a = c and b = d.
After proving these two results, we started to
look at Graph Nim on other game boards, for ex-
ample on C5. However, the results were not forth-
coming, so we decided to investigate other impar-
tial combinatorial games to try to inform our re-
search. There are many other impartial combina-
torial games that are variations of Nim. One such
game that we will now consider is called Circular
Nim.
4. Circular Nim.
Circular Nim was introduced by Matthieu Du-
four and Silvia Heubach in 2013 [3]. In this alter-
ation of Nim, n stacks of tokens are arranged in
a circle. The two players take turns removing at
least one token from one or more of k consecutive
stacks. The game is denoted by CN(n, k) where
n is the number of stacks of tokens and k is the
number of consecutive stacks from which the play-
ers can remove tokens. The player that removes
the last token or tokens wins the game. When
k = 1, the game is just Nim, but when k > 1 the
solution to Nim does not apply.
A position in Circular Nim can be denoted
by a vector p = (p1, p2, p3, ..., pn) where pi rep-
resents the number of tokens in stack i . With the
use of legal moves, if the position p is moved to
p0= (p01, p02, ..., p0n), we call this p0 position to be
the option of p. This change in position can be
represented by the notation p! p0 [3].
Figure 5 shows an example of a CN(5, 2),
where there are 5 stacks and you can remove from
up to 2 consecutive stacks. The game starts in po-
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Figure 5: An example of a game of CN(5, 2).
sition p = (5, 1, 6, 3, 2). Player 1 starts the game
by choosing stacks 1 and 5 and removing 2 tokens
and 1 token, respectively. This results in game
board 2 in Figure 5, which is p = (3, 1, 6, 3, 1). Now
player 2 removes 2 tokens from stack 4 and 1 token
from stack 5, resulting is position p = (3, 1, 6, 1, 0)
depicted in game board 3. Removing the token
from stack 4 and 4 tokens from stack 3, Player 1
makes position p = (3, 1, 2, 0, 0). Now Player 2 is
faced with game board 4 and chooses to remove
the one token in stack 2, resulting in position p
= (3, 0, 2, 0, 0). Player 1 removes all the tokens
from stack 3, giving Player 2 game board 6 and a
chance to win. From here Player 2 will remove all
three tokens from stack 1 and win the game.
If k = 2, then Circular Nim with n stacks
is equivalent to Graph Nim on Cn with multiple
edges. We prove this now.
Theorem 4.1 The game CN(n, 2) is equivalent
to Graph Nim on Cn with multiple edges.
Proof: In case of CN(n, 2), there are n stacks,
and the players can choose up to two consecu-
tive stacks from which they remove at least one
token. Let’s assume there are k1,k2,k3,...,kn to-
kens in stacks 1, 2, 3,...n respectively, so p =
(k1, k2, k3, ..., kn). For a Graph Nim on Cn, we
have n vertices that are connected to each other
by a number of edges. Let’s assume that there are
k1 edges connecting vertices N1 and N2, k2 edges
connecting vertices N2 and N3, k3 edges connect-
ing N3 and N4, continuing in this way until we
have kn edges connecting vertices Nn and N1. The
number of stacks in CN(n, 2) is equivalent to the
number of sets of edges in Cn. The number of to-
kens in each stack in CN(n, 2) is equivalent to the
size of the set of edges connecting the respective
vertices in the graph.
In CN(n, 2), without loss of generality, let’s
assume the player removes i tokens from stack
1 and j tokens from stack 2, where i  k1 and
j  k2. This implies we reach to a position p0 =
(k1   i, k2   j, k3, ..., kn). The equivalent move in
Graph Nim on Cn is where the player chooses ver-
tex N2, then removes i edges between vertices N1
and N2, and j edges between N2 and N3. This
leads to a position in Graph Nim on Cn where
there are k1  i edges connecting N1 and N2, k2 j
edges connecting vertices N2 and N3, k3 edges con-
necting N3 and N4, continuing in this way until we
have kn edges connecting vertices Nn and N1.
Thus the game boards and moves in CN(n, 2)
are equivalent to those in Graph Nim on Cn with
multiple edges, and the games are equivalent.
In [3] there are three results for Circular Nim
when k = 2, which are listed below. Notice that
the first two results are the same as Theorem 3.1
and 3.2.
Theorem 4.2 [3] For the game CN(3, 2), the set
of losing positions is L = {(a, a, a)|a   0}.
Theorem 4.3 [3] For the game CN(4, 2), the set
of losing positions is L = {(a, b, a, b)|a, b   0}.
Theorem 4.4 [3] The game CN(5, 2) has losing
positions L = {(a, b, c, d, b)|a + b = c + d and a is
the max(p)}.
The third result is equivalent to a result for
Graph Nim on C5 with multiple edges. We use
the proof in [3] to inform the following result for
Graph Nim on C5 with multiple edges.
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Figure 6: A C5 with multiple edges, where a, b, c, d
and e are the number of edges.
Unlike the previous proofs, this one does not
lend itself to induction. Instead, we partition the
positions into the set of L-positions, as defined in
the theorem, and its compliment, defined to be
the W-positions. We prove the three properties
in Section 2 hold, from which it follows that L-
positions andW-positions correspond to losing and
winning positions, respectively (see Section 2).
Theorem 4.5 In Graph Nim on C5 with multiple
edges, a position is an L-position if and only if we
can assign a, b, c, d, e consecutively to the size of
the edge sets such that b = e, a + b = c + d and a
is maximum of {a, b, c, d, e}.
Proof: Unlike our other proofs a, b, c, d, and e
may move around in this proof, since a must be a
maximum of a, b, c, d and e. Notice that a may be
one of many maximum values.
In Graph Nim a terminal position is where a =
b = c = d = e = 0. This implies that b = e, a+ b =
c + d = 0 and a is the maximum of a, b, c, d and
e. Therefore, it is an L-position, and this satisfies
the first characteristic property of L-positions and
W-positions.
Note that a position is an L-position if and only
if adding or removing one from every edge set is
also an L-position. For instance, the graph in Fig-
ure 6 is an L-position. If we add an edge to ev-
ery edge set in the graph, we get a = 5, b = 3,
c = 4, d = 4, and e = 3. We still have b = e = 3,
a+ b = c+ d = 8 and a is a maximum. Similarly,
if we remove two edges from every edge set in the
graph, we get b = e = 0, a + b = c + d = 2 and
a = 2 which is still a maximum of a, b, c, d and
e. Therefore, it can be generalized that a position
is an L-position if and only if removing or adding
the same amount of edges to each edge set is also
an L-position. This allows us to assume that the
minimum number of edges is zero.
Claim: If every labeling of the edge sets with
{a, b, c, d, e} has at least one of b 6= e or a+b 6= c+d
or a is not a maximum, then a player can remove
edges in such a way that the new labeling of the
edge sets {a0, b0, c0, d0, e0} satisfies b0 = e0, a0 + b0 =
c0 + d0 and a0 is the maximum of {a0, b0, c0, d0, e0}.
Proof of Claim: As stated earlier, we will as-
sume that the minimum size edge set is zero. We
will look at two cases: either a zero edge set is next
to a maximum size edge set or a zero edge set is
not next to a maximum size edge set.
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Figure 7: A picture for the two cases in the proof
for Theorem 4.5
Case 1: A zero edge set is next to a maximum
size edge set.
Let the number of edges be 0 between A and
B, w between B and C, which is a maximum, x
between C and D, y between D and E and z be-
tween E and A (see Figure 7 Case 1). If w   z+y,
choose vertex C and remove x edges between C
and D and w   (z + y) edges between B and C.
Now, a0 = w   (w   (z + y)) = z + y corresponds
to the edge set between B and C. The zero edge
sets between A and B and C and D correspond to
b0 and e0, and the edge sets of size y and z corre-
spond to c0 and d,0 respectively. Thus b0 = e0 = 0,
a0 + b0 = c0 + d0 = z + y and a0 is the maximum,
implying it is an L-position.
If w < z + y, choose vertex D and remove x
edges between C and D and y   (w   z) edges
between D and E. Now, a0 = w corresponds to
the edge set between B and C. The zero edge sets
between A and B and C and D correspond to b0 and
e0. Lastly, the edge sets of size c0 = y   (y   (w  
z)) = w   z and d0 = z correspond to the vertex
sets between D and E and E and A, respectively.
Thus b0 = e0 = 0, a0 + b0 = c0 +d0 = w and a0 is the
maximum, implying it is an L-position.
Case 2: A zero edge set is not next to a maxi-
mum size edge set.
Without loss of generality, assume the number
of edges between B and C is greater than or equal
to the number of edges between E and A. Now
assume there are 0 between A and B, x+y between
B and C, w between C and D, z between D and
E and y between E and A (see Figure 7 Case 2).
Also assume either w or z is a maximum number
of edges. If z   x, choose vertex D and remove w
edges between C and D and z x edges between D
and E. Now a0 = x + y corresponds to the vertex
set between B and C. The zero edge sets between
A and B and C and D correspond to b0 and e0. The
edge sets of size c0 = z   (z   x) = x and d0 = y
correspond to the edge sets between D and E and
E and A, respectively. We now have b0 = e0 = 0,
a0 + b0 = c0 + d0 = x + y and a0 is the maximum
implying it is an L-position.
If z < x, choose vertex C and remove x   z
edges between B and C and w edges between C
and D. Now a0 = x+y (x z) = y+z corresponds
to the edge set between B and C. The zero edge
sets between C and D and A and B correspond to b0
and e0. Furthermore, c0 = z and d0 = y correspond
to the edge sets between D and E and E and A,
respectively. We now have b0 = e0 = 0, a0 + b0 =
c0+d0 = y+z and a0 is the maximum, implying it is
an L-position. Therefore the two cases satisfy the
second characteristic property of L-positions and
W-positions.
Now assume there is a labeling of {a, b, c, d, e}
to the edge sets so that b = e, a+b = c+d and a is
the maximum as shown in Figure 6. By the rules of
the game, it is necessary for the player to remove at
least one edge. If we choose vertex A and remove
edges from the set of size a then a+ b 6= c+ d or if
we remove edges from the set of size e then b 6= e.
If we choose vertex B and remove edges from the
set of size b then b 6= e or if we remove edges from
the set of size a then a + b 6= c + d. If we choose
vertex C and remove edges from the set of size c
then a+ b 6= c+ d or if we remove edges from the
set of size b then b 6= e. If we choose vertex D
and remove edges from the set of size c or d then
a + b 6= c + d. If we choose vertex E and remove
edges from the set of size d then a + b 6= c + d
or if we remove edges from the set of size e then
b 6= e. In other words, no matter where we remove
an edge or edges, we will move to a W-position.
This satisfies the third characteristic property of
L-positions and W-positions.
Therefore, in Graph Nim on a C5 with multiple
edges, a position is an L-position if and only if we
can assign a, b, c, d, e consecutively to the size of
the edge sets such that b = e, a+ b = c+ d and a
is maximum of {a, b, c, d, e}.
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Figure 8: An example game board for Graph Nim
on C5 with multiple edges.
Let us go over an example of how the proof of
Theorem 4.5 helps us make a move when playing
Graph Nim on C5. Figure 8 is an example game
board, and we must first determine whether this
position is an L- or W- position. For it to be an L-
position we must be able to assign a, b, c, d, e con-
secutively to the size of the edge sets such that
b = e, a+b = c+d and a is maximum of a, b, c, d, e.
Since there are three edges between A and B and
between E and D, one of these two edge sets must
be assigned a. In the former case, then b = 1 and
e = 2, so b 6= e and it fails to meet the criteria for
being an L-position. If we assign a to the edge set
between E and D, then b = e = 2, which is a good
first step. However, then c = 3 and d = 1, and
a + b 6= c + d, again failing the criteria for being
an L-position. Thus there is no way to meet the
criteria of being an L-position, so the game board
in Figure 8 must be a W-position.
This is good news if it is your turn, because that
means you are in a winning position. However, you
must know the correct move to give your opponent
an L-position. This is where we look to the proof
of Theorem 4.5. Although none of the edge sets
are of size 0, like in the proof, we can think of the
minimum as being the set of size 0.We can also see
a minimum set of edges is next to a maximum set
of edges, so we can use case 1 from the proof. Thus
we choose vertex E and remove one edge between
A and E and one edge between D and E. Here we
have that a = 3 is from A to B, and b = e = 1,
which is between B and C and between A and E.
Now c+ d = 4 = a+ b, so it meets the criteria for
an L-position.
Now your opponent will make a move, which
result in you again having a W-position. If you
can keep finding the correct move to give your op-
ponent an L-position, then you will eventually win
the game.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proved the solution for three
di↵erent Graph Nim game boards. We also proved
the equivalence of Graph Nim on Cn and certain
versions of Circular Nim. However, there are many
di↵erent graphs that could be used as game boards
for Graph Nim. For example, there is no known
solution for Graph Nim on C6 or K4. Thus there
are many open problems in this area.
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Dmanisi: A Taxonomic Revolution 
 
Joshua Henderson, Department of Anthropology, Western Oregon University 
 
Over the past two decades, five different skulls have been found in the Dmanisi site located in the 
Republic of Georgia. These skulls are all very different in cranial features, but they are also some of the 
most complete and well preserved hominin skulls ever discovered. There is a major concern with these 
skulls, and with concern also comes controversy. We know that Homo erectus migrated from Africa into 
Eurasia. That is why some paleoanthropologists believe that, despite the cranial differences, the skulls 
found at the Dmanisi site all belong to Homo erectus. They claim that skeletal variations are common in a 
single species in multiple geographical locations. The opposing theory is that the remains seem to have 
both characteristics of Homo habilis and Homo erectus. They propose a new species called Homo 
georgicus, that fits between Homo habilis and Homo erectus. Using comparative analysis, I will 
demonstrate that the remains found at Dmanisi are in fact Homo erectus, and that the species as a whole 
contained many variable skeletal features throughout various populations, challenging current taxonomy 
and placing many species of Homo in the new Homo erectus spectrum. 
 
Keywords: Dmanisi, Paleoanthropology, Archaeology, Biological Anthropology, Homo erectus, physical 
anthropology 
 
Introduction 
 
Imagine yourself in an abandoned medieval village in 
the Republic of Georgia. This village is located at the base 
of the Caucasus Mountains and is filled with the crumbled 
cobblestone ruins of a former medieval trade center. As 
with all historical sites, it often draws the attention of 
archaeologists to preserve its history. This was the case 
for this medieval village named Dmanisi. In 1936, 
archaeologists first excavated the remains of the city. 
Beyond finding medieval artifacts, the site seemed to be 
the average archaeological site. However in 1983 
archaeologists discovered, beneath the ruins, sediment 
and faunal remains dating back to the Pleistocene. This 
new discovery invigorated archaeological efforts, which 
resulted in one of the most important finds in 
paleoanthropological history. Five skulls dating back to 1.8 
million years ago were found in the sediment, each having 
different cranial characteristics. The brains associated with 
these skulls were quite small. The postcranial evidence 
found at the site suggests that the hominins to whom the 
skulls belonged were quite small as well. This seems to 
contradict what anthropologists previously believed, that 
the exodus out of Africa could only have occurred when 
hominin species were bigger brained with a larger physical 
frame. The remains found at Dmanisi are small brained 
with small physical frames, resembling Homo habilis, but 
also sharing many similarities to Homo erectus. The 
original research team concluded that the remains should 
be given their own species name; they patriotically named 
it Homo georgicus. That designation was later retracted 
after further evidence showed similarities to samples of 
Homo erectus (Georgian National Museum 2013). Yet 
there are still some paleoanthropologists who believe 
these remains found at Dmanisi should belong to their own 
new species, and should still be named Homo georgicus 
(Schwartz et al. 2014), but the Georgian research team still 
holds true to their new classification as Homo erectus. If 
this is the case, we need to broaden our characteristics for 
Homo erectus and revise our current taxonomy to account 
for the variation among individuals (Mgeladze et al. 2011). 
By a comparison of the remains found at the Dmanisi site 
with African and Asian Homo erectus remains, I will 
demonstrate that the remains found at Dmanisi are in fact 
Homo erectus, and that the species as a whole contained 
many variable skeletal features throughout various 
populations, challenging current taxonomy and placing 
many species of Homo in the new Homo erectus 
spectrum. 
 
Site and Setting  
Located in the Caucasus Mountains in the Republic of 
Georgia, the town of Dmanisi sits quietly while 
archaeologists have been working diligently to uncover the 
remains of very early Homo erectus. In 1983, the 
discovery of a tooth from a Plio-Pleistocene rhinoceros 
prompted archaeologists to do more extensive digging. 
This led to the find of many simple Oldowan tools in 1984. 
The first real discovery of hominin occupation came in 
1991 when the research team led by Dr. David 
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Lordkipanidze unearthed a complete mandible (D211) with 
its full set of dentition. In 1999, two craniums, D2280 and 
D2282, were found. A third cranium (D2700) was then 
discovered in 2001, the fourth and toothless cranium 
(D3444) was found in 2002, and the fifth and final cranium 
(D4500) found to date was found in 2005. Cranium number 
five (D4500) is the most complete cranium representing 
the genus Homo from Dmanisi. All of the skulls and 
postcranial evidence found at Dmanisi dates to around 1.8 
million years ago (Georgian National Museum 2013). 
These remains suggest that Homo erectus left Africa much 
sooner than previously thought. 
 
The Controversy 
The discovery of the remains at Dmanisi has 
generated some very different viewpoints on the 
designation of species. After discovering the fifth cranium, 
Lordkipanidze and colleagues published a paper to which 
some opposing theorists responded (Lordkipanidze et al. 
2013). Schwartz, Tattersal and Chi argue that the 
mandibles, dentition and cranial vaults of the skulls found 
at Dmanisi have too many differences between them, and 
compared to other Homo erectus specimens the 
differences could not be the result of within-species 
variation. These morphological differences provide 
sufficient evidence for the new species Homo georgicus 
and possibly other new species designations, pending 
further research (Schwartz et al. 2014). 
The research team at the Dmanisi site led by 
Lordkipanidze recently published a paper documenting the 
anatomical features of skull five and the implications they 
have on the theory of variability within Homo erectus. In 
their article "A Complete Skull from Dmanisi, Georgia, and 
the Evolutionary Biology of Early Homo," they demonstrate 
how the fifth skull exemplifies their theory of the variability 
of the Homo erectus paleodeme (Lordkipanidze et al. 
2013). The endocranial volume of skull five is very small 
compared to the other remains found at Dmanisi. The 
brain was estimated to be around 546 cc with a wide and 
elongated cranium. These features matched closely with 
those of African Homo habilis. Contrasting to the brain 
case, the face is one of the largest and most prognathic of 
all Homo species. The postcranial evidence indicated that 
the individual stood about 146-166 cm tall and weighed 
around 47-50 kg. This range, along with the shape of the 
mandible and face, closely resembles early Homo erectus 
found in both Africa and Asia (Lordkipindze et al. 2007). 
Through comparison with remains from the Turkana 
boy KNM-WT15000 (1.6 mya) and the remains of 
adolescent Homo habilis KNM-ER1813 (1.9 mya), 
Lordkipanidze and colleagues (2007) conclude that the 
fifth cranium and the postcranial evidence belonging to the 
same individual have morphological skeletal 
characteristics that fall between KNM-ER1813 and KNM-
WT15000. This suggests that the remains do not belong to 
Homo habilis, and supports the idea that the remains 
found at Dmanisi are in fact early Homo erectus and that 
Homo erectus may have varied greatly as it was still 
evolving en route to Eurasia. The team also concludes that 
Homo erectus made it into Europe much sooner than 
previously thought (Lordkipanidze et al. 2013). They 
conclude by stating that further analysis will have to take 
place in order to further confirm the degree of variation 
among Homo erectus and to understand "mechanisms of 
evolution and geographic dispersal of early Homo" 
(Lordkipanidze et al. 2013: 330).  
 
The Fossils 
In order to truly understand the theories that surround 
Dmanisi, one must thoroughly examine all the evidence 
that has been found at the site. At this time, I would like to 
review cranial (See Figure 1) and postcranial features 
found at Dmanisi and possibly shed some light on the key 
ideas behind Lordkipanidze's position. 
 
Skull 1 D2280 
The first skull was discovered in 1999. Much of the 
facial morphology is missing on this skull. The skull has a 
small endocranial volume, like all the Dmanisi remains, at 
775 cc. The individual is to be considered male. By looking 
at Figure 1, it is easy to see the very pronounced 
thickened supraorbital ridge and a strong angular torus, 
which are both characteristics of Homo erectus (Rightmire 
et al. 2006: 118-119). 
 
Skull 2 D2282 
This skull probably belonged to a young adult 
according to the unfused cranial sutures. The cranium has 
gracile muscle attachment areas, which also suggest 
female. The skull's cranial vault is very much intact, but 
unfortunately the face was deformed post-mortem, which 
prevents us from viewing the facial characteristics. Skull 
D2282 has an endocrinal volume of 660 cc. The skull was 
found with its mandible (D211), which contains 16 intact 
teeth showing very slight wear (Rightmire et al. 2006:121-
122). 
 
Skull 3 D2700 
The third skull is considered to be an adolescent. This 
is due to its partially erupted third molar. The skull has very 
pronounced supraorbital ridges and a zygomatic arch that 
coincides with D2282. Skull D2700 has an endocranial 
volume of 600 cc (Rightmire et al. 2006: 124-126). 
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Skull 4 D3444 
This skull is very complete and offers many distinctly 
Homo features. We know this skull to be a male who was 
of older age. The mandible lacks teeth, suggesting old age 
and the possibility that this individual survived for several 
years like this before death. His diet was likely modified to 
compensate for lacking teeth and possibly indicates the 
fact that he may have received help from others for finding 
suitable food. The supraorbital ridge is very pronounced, 
much like the other skulls. The skull has a very broad face 
with a large zygomatic arch. The endocranial volume is 
around 650 cc (Rightmire et al. 2006:139). 
 
Skull 5 D4500 
The fifth skull is the most complete hominin skull 
found to date. This individual was a male who was of an 
adult age. It exhibits some of the most robust features of 
all the skulls, such as a very large supraorbital ridge. It has 
a very broad zygomatic arch and a very long face and 
maxilla. Despite the robust physical features of the skull, 
the fifth skull had the smallest endocranial volume out of 
the Dmanisi sample. The volume of the skull is 546 cc. The 
teeth associated with the skull are very worn, probably the 
result of a tough diet. There is evidence that the 
mandibular joint was deformed due to a persistent arthritis 
(Lordkipanidze et al. 2013:326-328). 
 
Postcranial Evidence  
In 2007, the postcranial remains of one adolescent 
and three adult individuals were unearthed in close 
proximity to the five skulls found in previous years. 
 
Adolescent Remains of Skull D2700 
The postcranial remains of the adolescent individual 
are thought to belong to cranium D2700 due to their close 
proximity in the stratigraphic layers. The remains of the 
adolescent consist of a left clavicle D2724, right and left 
first rib (D2716/D2855), an 11th rib (D217), five vertebrae 
(D2673/D2674/D2721/D2713/D2672), right and left humeri 
(D2715/D2680), a left femur (D3160), two distal phalanges 
of the hand (D2679/D3480), two right metatarsals 
(D2671/D2669), and the first distal phalanx of the right 
foot. 
The articular processes of the five vertebrae have a 
downward slope to them, thus resembling vertebrae found 
in the australopithecine which dates back to 2.7-4 million 
years (Berger et al. 2002: 193). The spinal process is short 
and narrow and the canal shape is very wide transversely. 
What makes the adolescent vertebrae so interesting is that 
the spinal process and the canal shape resemble the 
Homo erectus fossil found in Nariokotome KNMWT15000, 
and those found in modern Homo sapiens. The humeri of 
the adolescent are very straight and the position of the 
epicondyle is much higher than the lateral condyle. These 
characteristics resemble the morphology of the 
australopithecine.  
 
Adult Postcranial Remains of Cranium D4500 
The robust postcranial fossils (See Figure 2) are 
thought to belong to the larger of the three adult fossils, 
cranium D4500. The remains consist of a right scapula 
(D4166), right and left clavicles (D4162/D4161), the right 
second rib (D4063), left humerus (D4507), right femur 
(D4167), right patella (D3418), right tibia (D3901), left talus 
(D4110), two right metatarsals (D2021/D4165), a left 
metatarsal (D4508), and one distal phalanx of the foot 
(D3877).  
The glenoid cavity of the right scapula (D4166) is 
more cranially oriented, resembling scapulae found in 
australopithecines. If you look at the shape of the conoid 
tubercule of the clavicles (D4162/D4161), you can see that 
that they resemble the shape of modern Homo sapiens. 
The humerus of the adult (D4507) is also very straight and 
contains the same characteristics as the adolescent fossil. 
The femur (D4167), tibia (D3901), and patella (D3418) are 
the most complete lower extremities found among the 
genus Homo. The medullary canal of the femur is narrow 
and resembles that of samples found in African and Asian 
Homo erectus. The tibia (D3418) is the first complete tibia 
found among the hominins. The tibia is very robust and 
has a degree of torsion that resembles that of modern 
Homo sapiens (Lordkipanidze et al. 2007). 
 
Other Adult Postcranial Remains  
 The other two adults are very small in contrast with 
those associated with cranium D4500. The postcranial 
remains are also very few. The first of the smaller adults is 
believed to belong to the older cranium (D344). The 
remains consist of a right medial cuneiform (D4111), and a 
right metatarsal (D3442). The only evidence that has been 
found of the third smaller adult is one right metatarsal 
!
Figure'1'Computer'generated'view'of'all'five'craniums'
found'at'Dmanisi.'Picture:'Marcia'Ponce'de'León'and'
Christoph'Zollikofer,'University'of'Zurich,'Switzerland 
'
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(D3479). Currently, there is not have enough evidence to 
demonstrate which individual this metatarsal belongs to 
(Lordkipanidze et al. 2007).  
 
Tool Assemblage 
In all stratigraphic layers, roughly 8,000 Oldowan 
tools have been found (Georgian National Museum 2013). 
The tools that are found at Dmanisi fall under two different 
categories. There are manuports, which are tools that are 
unmodified, and tools that have been strategically modified 
to achieve a specific purpose. The manuports include 
unmodified cobbles, broken cobbles, cobble fragments, 
and cobbles with single flake scars and percussion marks. 
It is believed that these cobbles were taken out of the 
Mashavera and Pinezauri rivers that lie only 100 meters 
below the occupation site. The tools that show signs of 
modification include cores, choppers (See Figure 2), and 
various flake tools (See Figure 3) (Ana Mgeladze et al. 
2010: 571-572). 
 
Comparing Dmanisi Hominins with African and Asian 
Homo erectus 
In order to clearly demonstrate that the Dmanisi 
hominins are in fact Homo erectus, one must compare 
them to the cranial, postcranial, and tool assemblages of 
African and Asian Homo erectus fossils.  
 
Turkana Boy KNM-WT15000 
The Turkana Boy KNM-WT15000 is a complete set of 
remains of a 1.6 mya Homo erectus adolescent that was 
found in the west Turkana region of Kenya (Tattersal 
2000:56-57). If one were to examine the skulls of KNM-
WT15000 (See Figure 4) and the adolescent male skull 
D2700 (See Figure 5) one could see many similarities. 
Both skulls have very pronounced supraorbital ridges and 
zygomatic bones. The brain cases of the two skulls are 
very long relative to their height. The brain size of KNM-
WT15000 is about 880 cc whereas the cranium of D2700 
was around 600 cc. If you look at the tops of the two 
craniums, you can see that both D2700 (See Figure 5) and 
KNM-WT15000 have a sagittal keel, which is a distinctive 
trait of Homo erectus. Both skulls have a very flat nasal 
cavity and a flat maxilla. The mandibles of each are very 
similar in shape with small, rectangular incisors.  
The postcranial evidence found for both the 
adolescent at Dmanisi and the Turkana boy also shares 
many of the same characteristics. The vertebrae of both 
fossils have large open canals that resemble modern 
human vertebrae. The tubercular shape of the clavicles 
 
Figure'4.'Anterior'lateral'view'of'Turkana'Boy'Cranium'
with'attached'mandible.'Photo:'Hominid_SkullM
Homo_ErgasterMKNMMWTM15000MTurkanaBoy_004'by'North'
Carolina'School'of'Science'and'Mathematics/CC'BYMNCMSA'
2.0''
!
Figure'5.'Skull'D2700.'Photo:'Cropped'from'Homo$georgicus'
by'Rama/Public'Domain'
!
Figure'3.'Replica'of'Oldwan'stone'tool'found'at'Dmanisi.'
Photo:'Cropped'from'Dmanisi'stone'tool'2'by'Gerbil/'CC'BYM
SA'3.0'
!
Figure'2.'Drawing'of'Oldowan'chopper'found'at'Dmanisi'
Photo:'Chopper'of'Dmanisi'by'Locutus'Borg/'Public'Domain'
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also resemble each other. The humeral torsion in the 
adolescent Dmanisi remains is very low compared to 
modern humans. The Turkana boy has a similar angle of 
humeral torsion. KNM-WT has a humeral torsion of 111.5 
degrees, and the adolescent Dmanisi fossil has a angle of 
104 degrees. Both have low humeral torsion because the 
species of Homo erectus had not developed throwing tools 
such as spears yet (Hawks 2007). 
 
The Peking Man of Zhoukoudian 
In Zhoukoudian, China, anthropologists discovered 
Peking man, which dates to 750,000 years old (Rincon 
2009). This fossil is quite a bit younger than fossils found 
at Dmanisi but it still shares some of the same 
characteristics (Doray 2013). If you look at the Peking Man 
skull reconstruction (See Figure 6) and compare it to the 
nearly complete Dmanisi skull D4500 (See Figure 7), it can 
clearly be seen that the cranial and facial structures all 
have a similar shape. Just like the adolescent Dmanisi 
skull, the Peking man and has a very prominent 
supraorbital ridge and zygomatic bone. The brain case for 
the Dmanisi skull D4500 is very small at 546 cc. The 
Peking Man had a brain case of 915 cc (Doray 2013). The 
discrepancy in brain size is believed to be the result of 
evolution over time, considering that Dmanisi was an early 
form of Homo erectus 1.8 million years ago (Lordkipanidze 
et al. 2007). Both crania have a sagittal keel and a large 
flat maxilla. The mandibles and dentition are quite large. 
This could be due to selection by the tough food sources 
both consumed. The main difference between the Peking 
man and D4500 is the size variation in brain volume. The 
postcranial remains associated with skull D4500 contain a 
complete tibia. The tibia has a similar torsion to modern 
humans, which could suggest efficient locomotion and the 
ability to travel long distances (Lordkipanidze et al. 2007). 
The leg bones of the Peking man closely resemble those 
of modern Homo sapiens (Wu and Lin 1983: 89).  
 
Modern Human Variation 
Darwin states that, through natural selection, 
differences are selected for and accumulated over 
generations and generations. That is how we evolved as a 
species. These differences are accelerated when a 
population changes habitat or food source (Darwin 
1859:132). Over the course of just a few thousand years, a 
population can have many different characteristics than 
their ancestors and other populations. Different 
populations can accumulate different characteristics due to 
regional selective forces. That is why our modern human 
population is so diverse.  
If you walk around any public place that people 
frequent and just take a moment to observe the people 
around you, you might observe that some people are taller 
than others. The people around you may all have a 
different cranial shape. Some people have very high cheek 
bones, and some may even have a large protruding chin. 
The skeletal features among modern humans are very 
diverse. In knowing how diverse our own species is, we 
should be able to accept that Homo erectus was most 
likely a diverse species as well, given its large distribution 
across Africa and Eurasia.  
According to biological anthropologist Dr. Christopher 
Ruff of Johns Hopkins University, variation in modern 
human body shape and size is differentiated by 
geographical region and access to resources. Populations 
today that live in areas where they have access to food 
and health care are often much bigger in size. We should 
also include climate as well. A change in climate can 
drastically alter body shape and size over time (Ruff 2002: 
225-227).   
 
Figure'6.'Anterior'lateral'view'of'Peking'Man'Skull.'Photo:''
Hominid_SkullMHomo'Erectus_Peking_Man_003'by'
NCSSM/CC'BYMNCMSA'2.0'
 
Figure'7.'Anterior'Lateral'view'of'Skull'D4500.'Photo:'
Dmanisi'Skull''5'by'Guram'Bumbiashvili,'Georgian'National'
Museum'at'EurekAlert.org'
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According to J.B. Anderson and William S. Politzer, 
70-80% of bone structure is based on genetics. The other 
20-30% is based on environmental factors. The 
environmental factors they attribute this to are the different 
mineral intakes that humans receive from their food and 
water resources based on their geographical location. One 
of the biggest reasons for genetic variation in different 
populations is gene flow (Anderson and Politzer 1994:129-
130). Gene flow "is a collective term that includes all 
mechanisms resulting in the movement of genes from one 
population to another" (Slatkin 1985:393). This often 
occurs when one population migrates and interbreeds with 
another population. This explains how genetic variability 
has become so diverse over a geographical area. 
If you consider that Homo erectus traveled a vast 
distance out of Africa into Eurasia, it is reasonable to think 
that the species experienced some amount of variation 
over time. Migrating across that vast distance, Homo 
erectus would have experienced a change in 
environmental factors, such as a change in climate and 
nutritional intake. They would have experienced an 
evolutionary force of gene flow resulting from 
interbreeding. Over the life span of Homo erectus, many 
variations would have occurred. That is how we can 
account for the lower brain size in the Dmanisi skulls, 
along with various other morphological differences.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The Dmanisi fossils are the key to supporting a 
change in our current taxonomy regarding variation within 
the Homo erectus paleodeme. In this paper I have 
reviewed the controversy, examined the fossil evidence, 
and briefly articulated the multidimensional forces of 
variation. In doing so, I have shown that compared to 
African and Asian Homo erectus, the Dmanisi fossils show 
many cranial and postcranial similarities, with some subtle 
differences. In addition I have demonstrated that the 
Dmanisi remains are, in fact, consistent with those of 
Homo erectus and as such, should be further studied to 
fully understand the concurrent diversity of early Homo 
erectus. Thus, the Dmanisi remains clearly indicate that 
we must review our current taxonomy to account for the 
natural variation that occurs over time and space. I support 
that Lordkipanidze and colleagues’ new theory of variation 
within Homo erectus will revolutionize our current 
taxonomy. The Dmanisi fossils provide sufficient support to 
the idea that there are many other species in our taxonomy 
that should be included in the Homo erectus spectrum. 
With further research and future discoveries, we will be 
able to more accurately place our ancient ancestors where 
they belong, furthering our knowledge of what it means to 
be human.  
 
Dr. Robin Smith served as faculty sponsor for the 
submission of this article to PURE Insights.  
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In light of the new California legal mandate for affirmative sexual consent in higher education institutions, 
the current sexual consent literature merits review. This review examines perceived peer norms, 
traditional sexual scripts, and rape myths specific to consent. In particular, we describe findings about 
indirect, nonverbal communication and token resistance among young adults; we also connect sexual 
consent to rape myths about accidental or unintentional sexual behavior, perceived miscommunication, 
and preexisting sexual relationships. Based on these findings, we assert that additional research and 
interventions are needed to address barriers that hinder young adults from establishing affirmative sexual 
consent. We refer to the body of literature on sexual assault prevention. This literature sheds light on 
potential avenues for developing affirmative sexual consent interventions and evaluating their 
effectiveness. 
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National data shows that one in five women is 
sexually assaulted in college, most often perpetrated by 
an acquaintance, and the incident is rarely reported 
(White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual 
Assault, 2014).  In response to the prevalence of rape and 
sexual assault on college campuses, the United States 
White House established a task force to ensure that Title 
IX regulations were being met and students were safe 
while pursuing higher education (Office of the Press 
Secretary, 2014).  As federal pressure required that 
public-funded schools address sexual assault in higher 
education, California passed Senate Bill 967- Student 
safety: Sexual assault on September 28, 2014 (De León 
et al., 2014).  The bill was labeled as the “Affirmative 
Consent” bill (De León et al., 2014, p. 1). This new law is 
enforced by college judicial boards specifically and 
requires students to rely on the presence of a yes when 
establishing sexual consent, rather than the presence of a 
no. The law states: “‘Affirmative consent’ means 
affirmative, conscious, and voluntary agreement to 
engage in sexual activity. […] Lack of protest or 
resistance does not mean consent, nor does silence 
mean consent” (De León et al., 2014. p. 1). Secondly, the 
law also describes consent as being jointly established 
and not to be assumed based on relationship history. Bill 
967 states:  
It is the responsibility of each person involved in the 
sexual activity to ensure that he or she has the affirmative 
consent of the other or others to engage in the sexual 
activity. … Affirmative consent must be ongoing 
throughout a sexual activity and can be revoked at any 
time. The existence of a dating relationship between the 
persons involved, or the fact of past sexual relations 
between them, should never by itself be assumed to be 
an indicator of consent. (De León et al., 2014, p. 1)  
 In sum, the law requires unambiguous, mutually 
agreed upon, affirmative sexual communication for any 
sexual behaviors in California institutions of higher 
education. At this point, because the law is new, the 
authors did not find any scholarly literature describing the 
actual consequences of this law on student sanctions or 
campus climate.  
This article examines how current sexual consent 
behavior among young adults differs from the new 
mandate. We review relevant research on sexual consent 
in three domains: perceived peer norms, traditional sexual 
scripts, and rape myths. Based on the current literature, 
we assert that there are barriers that deter young adults 
from establishing affirmative sexual consent, as the new 
bill requires. The remainder of the article will describe 
potential avenues for developing affirmative sexual 
consent interventions and evaluating their effectiveness. 
 
Peer Norms of Sexual Consent 
 Young adults sexual behaviors reflect their 
perceptions of their peers’ sexual attitudes and behaviors 
(Boone & Lefkowitz, 2004; Humphreys & Brousseau, 
2010; L’Engle & Jackson, 2008). Humphreys and 
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Brousseau (2010) argued that individuals internalized 
external beliefs as their own, which resulted in pressure to 
perform specific behaviors. This argument was developed 
from quantitative evidence about heterosexual sexual 
consent attitudes and behaviors. Heterosexual young 
adults were pressured to act like their peers when 
communicating about sexual consent (Humphreys & 
Brousseau, 2010). The study found that young adults had 
heightened awareness of others when considering their 
sexual partner’s potential reaction to communicating 
about sex. When participants perceived that their sexual 
partner would negatively react to their sexual 
communication, they were less likely to exhibit sexual 
consent behaviors. Therefore, perceived peer norms are 
a powerful force in shaping behavior.  
Specific studies have established that indirect, 
nonverbal communication prevails among young adult 
sexual consent. Young adults tend to avoid direct 
conversations regarding sexual consent when possible 
and rely on nonverbal passive approaches to avoid 
embarrassment (Humphreys, 2004; Humphreys & 
Brousseau, 2010; Jozkowski, Peterson, Sanders, Dennis, 
& Reece, 2014). In a study with fictive, heterosexual 
scenarios, undergraduate men and women endorsed 
passive methods, such as not resisting, to indicate their 
consent to intercourse (Hickman & Muehlenhard, 1999). 
Young adults’ current sexual communication did not 
include elements of affirmative consent; rather, students 
were using lack of response or lack of resistance to 
pursue continued sexual activity (Humphreys & 
Brousseau, 2010). Next, we examine the traditional 
sexual script and how it influences young adults sexual 
communication when establishing sexual consent.   
 
Traditional Sexual Scripts and Token Resistance  
Sexual scripts are an important factor when 
researching sexual consent because they describe 
normative cultural expectations and behaviors (Jozkowski 
& Peterson, 2013). A sexual script represents the 
cognitive schema of the normative progression of events 
in a sexual encounter (Sakaluk, Todd, Milhausen, 
Lachowsky, & Undergraduate Research Group in 
Sexuality, 2013). These scripts serve as guidelines for an 
individual’s behavior and influence expectations in real life 
occurrences (Krahé, Scheinberger-Olwig, & Kolpin, 2000; 
Rose & Frieze, 1989, 1993). Mass media promote sexual 
scripts within cultures; the majority of the research 
included here is specific to young adults in the US 
(Jozkowski et al., 2014; L’Engle, Brown, & Kenneavy, 
2006). For example, when researching media influence 
on adolescent sexual activity, L’Engle and colleagues 
found that media predicted greater variance in sexual 
intentions and activities than both religion and school 
(2006). Hust and colleagues found that readers of men’s 
magazines reported lower intentions to ask for sexual 
consent, as well as lower intentions to respect their 
partners’ sexual consent decisions (Hust et al., 2014).   
Imbedded in sexual scripts are assumptions about 
gender roles. Masculine gender roles impose 
independence, confidence, and exploration; feminine 
gender roles are constructed around  behavioral restraint 
and self control (Lippa, 2001). Specific to sexual consent, 
the traditional sexual script presupposes that the man 
advances the sexual contact, and the woman resists and 
serves as the gatekeeper for sexual activity (Byers, 1996 
as cited in Krahé, Scheinberger-Olwig, & Kolpin, 2000). 
The man in this script is allowed to maintain a relatively 
free approach to sexuality, and it is the woman’s role to 
limit sexual behavior, which sets men up to “outwit” 
women’s defenses in order to achieve sexual activity 
(Weiderman, 2005, p. 498).   
Scholars consider token resistance a component of 
contemporary sexual scripts (Krahé, Scheinberger-Olwig, 
& Kolpin, 2000). Token resistance occurs when a woman 
declines a man’s sexual advances despite intending to 
continue engaging in the sexual behavior (Muehlenhard & 
Hollabaugh, 1988). Token resistance involves pretending 
to not want to participate in sexual activity, though in 
reality the person intends to participate. It is uncertain 
what percentage of people endorse a belief in token 
resistance, as well as the frequency of token resistance 
behaviors. Survey data suggested that 60.7% of women 
never engaged in token resistance, and the women who 
chose to engage in token resistance had done so on five 
or less occasions (Muehlenhard & Hollabaugh, 1988). 
The results give credence to the argument that token 
resistance is not prevalent. Muehlenhard and Rodger’s 
qualitative analysis on token resistance (1988) also 
rejects the prevalence of token resistance. Specifically, 
male and female participants were asked to describe their 
sexual behavior, including token resistance, using open-
ended questions. The findings confirmed that students 
were rarely engaging in token resistance, and a majority 
of the time saying no meant no. However, more recent 
research conducted on a university campus in Germany 
found that more than one half of women reported 
engaging in token resistance (Krahé, Scheinberger-Olwig, 
& Kolpin, 2000). The German women reported to believe 
that saying no when meaning yes was normative 
(Muehlenhard & Hollabaugh, 1988). The female 
participants also believed token resistance to protect their 
sexual reputation because of double standards that 
reprimand women for being too sexually eager 
(Muehlenhard & Hollabaugh, 1988). Women who display 
an eagerness for sexual behavior counter society’s 
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gender roles and are at risk of being labeled as too sexual 
(Weiderman, 2005).   
 The notion of token resistance complicates sexual 
consent because it creates uncertainty in interpreting a 
woman’s resistance to a man’s sexual advances: Does 
the woman genuinely want the behavior to end, or is she 
exhibiting token resistance? (Krahé, Scheinberger-Olwig, 
& Kolpin, 2000). Additional research has shown that 
48.3% of men with a history of sexually aggressive 
behavior reported past experiences of token resistance 
from a sexual partner (e.g., a woman said no, even 
though she meant yes; Loh, Gidycz, Lobo, & Luthra, 
2005). Loh and colleagues provide possible explanations 
for these findings: sexually aggressive men may pay less 
attention to refusals; they believe it is their role to 
persuade women into having sex; they expect women to 
control their sexual desire and refuse sexual 
advancements. As a result, sexually aggressive men 
justify sexual aggression by perceiving these experiences 
as token resistance instead of sexually aggressive acts. 
Research has also shown that men who indicated they 
perceived token resistance to occur coincided with their 
acceptance of rape myths and stronger rape supportive 
attitudes, as compared to men who rejected the notion of 
token resistance (Garcia, 1998; Krahé, Scheinberger-
Olwig, & Kolpin, 2000). Rape myths are widespread 
beliefs that affect people’s perceptions of what constitutes 
rape (Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler, & Viki, 2009).  
 
Rape Myths that Shape Perceptions of Sexual 
Consent 
In addition to examining sexual script and peer norms, 
rape myths are also important for understanding barriers 
to establishing affirmative sexual consent. Notably, Ryan 
(2011) argued for the integration of research on rape 
myths and sexual scripts in order to better understand 
sociocultural aspects of rape.1 In the case of sexual 
consent, three rape myths are relevant to the new 
affirmative consent law: (a) unintentional sexual behavior 
occurs, (b) miscommunication about sexual behavior 
happens, and (c) rape does not occur in a preexisting 
sexual relationship. 
The research about unintentional or accidental sexual 
behavior illuminates the coercive, nonconsensual nature 
of this behavior. In a study on the acceptance of rape 
myths among college students, results showed that the 
most commonly endorsed rape myth (20%) was he did 
not mean to commit rape (Vandiver & Rager Dupalo, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 See Edwards, Turchik, Dardis, Reynolds, & Gidycz 
(2011) and Suarez & Gadalla (2010) for a review of rape 
myths more broadly. 
2012). This belief presupposes that sexual assault occurs 
because of harmless miscommunication (Deming, 
Krassen Covan, Swan, & Billings, 2013; Vandiver & 
Rager Dupalo, 2012). In a qualitative study observing how 
college students indicated their own consent and 
interpreted their partners’ consent, Jozkowski and 
Peterson (2013) found that deception was often described 
by men who claimed that the penis entered the vagina or 
anus accidentally and then apologized. This finding aligns 
with additional research suggesting that young adults 
believe that unintentional, nonconsensual sexual behavior 
occurs (Vandiver & Rager Dupalo, 2012). Ultimately, 
reported accidental or unintentional intercourse results 
from coercive behavior and a lack of sexual consent.  The 
findings of this research undermine the rape myth 
suggesting that the perpetrator did not mean to commit 
rape. 
The rape myths of accidents and miscommunication 
are connected in that they excuse  aggressive behaviors. 
Researchers argue that ignoring communication of 
nonconsent, claiming accidental or unintentional sexual 
behavior, and portraying lack of consent as 
miscommunication, are signs of sexual aggression 
(Beres, 2010; Hickman & Muehlenhard, 1999; Jozkowski 
et al., 2014). The body of research about sexual 
communication demonstrates that miscommunication 
cannot be blamed for sexual assault occurring (Hickman 
& Muehlenhard, 1999; Jozkowski et al., 2014). 
Specifically, Hickman and Muehlenhard examined men 
and women’s hypothetical indications of sexual consent. 
Men and women rated their dates’ behaviors as indicative 
of consent similarly; gender differences were not present 
when perceiving others (Hickman & Muehlenhard, 1999). 
However, male participants rated their own behaviors, 
including nonverbal, as more indicative of consent, as 
compared to female participants’ ratings of their own 
behaviors. Men seemed to more readily assume that they 
consented to sexual behavior. Women, on the other hand, 
did not see their own nonverbal behaviors as necessarily 
indicative of consent. A second study provided additional 
examination of gendered communication with survey data 
(Jozkowski et al., 2014). Men reported to use nonverbal 
cues more often than women to indicate their own 
consent, whereas women used verbal cues to indicate 
their own consent. More simply put, men believed their 
consent was implied and that verbal communication was 
not needed.  
These two studies (Hickman & Muehlenhard, 1999; 
Jozkowski et al., 2014) provide evidence that women may 
prefer verbal communication over potential nonverbal 
cues. With women being considered sexual gatekeepers, 
women may expect to be given the opportunity to refuse 
consent to sexual activity (Jozkowski et al., 2014). 
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However, as stated, the research on sexual 
communication suggests that young adults rarely use 
verbal communication about sexual consent (Humphreys, 
2004; Humphreys & Brousseau, 2010; Jozkowski et al., 
2014). Taken collectively, these studies suggest that 
communication is a key variable in understanding 
coercive sexual experiences. Lack of mutually agreed 
upon communication creates problems for consent.  
The last rape myth discussed here relates to 
preexisting sexual relationships. Researchers have 
investigated the rape myth suggesting that sexual consent 
no longer needs to be addressed when individuals are in 
an existing sexual or dating relationship (Deming et al., 
2013; Jozkowski et al., 2014). When examining students’ 
reactions to consent negotiations within different 
relationships, students perceived less need for sexual 
consent the longer the couple had been in a committed 
relationship (Humphreys & Herold, 2007). Specifically, as 
the relationship length increased, participants perceived 
the nonverbal communication scenarios as more 
consensual, clear, and acceptable. Ben-David and 
Schneider (2005) had similar findings in their examination 
of young adults’ perceptions of rape. Participants had a 
stronger tendency to minimize the severity of the rape as 
the acquaintance level increased. More intimate 
acquaintances were also perceived as less violating and 
psychologically damaging to the victim (Ben-David & 
Schneider, 2005). This is problematic because a majority 
of women are sexually assaulted by an acquaintance 
(White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual 
Assault, 2014).  
The law does not make any exceptions for preexisting 
sexual relationships. An individual must ask if not certain 
that communication is indicative of consent. Under the 
affirmative consent law, rape myths regarding 
miscommunication, accidents, and preexisting 
relationships are no longer tolerated. The law insists that 
individuals must jointly establish sexual consent 
throughout the entire encounter and in all circumstances. 
 
Directions for Future Research 
 Taken as a whole, the literature on rape myths and 
sexual scripts provide substantial evidence about current 
sexual consent behaviors among young adults. 
Heterosexual young adults often do not engage in verbal 
or direct methods when establishing sexual consent. 
Internalized traditional sexual scripting, such as token 
resistance, further complicates sexual communication. 
Emerging literature suggests that gender attitudes, roles, 
and stereotypes are also a part of the problem regarding 
beliefs towards sexual assault (Black & McCloskey, 2013; 
Jozkowski et al., 2014; Murnen, Wright, & Kaluzny, 2002). 
Traditional gender attitudes prioritize men’s pleasure over 
women’s (Jozkowski & Peterson, 2013). Future research 
should continue to incorporate variables about traditional 
gender attitudes and sexism. 
Further research is needed on how sexual scripts 
affect more diverse groups of young adults. Sexual scripts 
are social phenomenon that may differ based on the 
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and class of 
the young adults. The prior research predominantly 
sampled White, heterosexual, university students, and 
many studies used research materials exclusively about 
heterosexual intercourse. The existing research focused 
on heterosexual sexual communication, so further 
research investigating same-sex sexual communication 
and a diversity of sexual behaviors (Krahé, Scheinberger-
Olwig, & Kolpin, 2000).   
We raise a few additional research questions based 
on the existing literature about peer perceptions and 
subjective norms. As a specific example, the research 
findings about young adults’ perceptions are inconsistent. 
As stated, young adults tend to believe sexual 
miscommunication occurs frequently. At the same time, 
they believe that they accurately assess their sexual 
partners’ consent. These two findings need further 
exploration to understand the inconsistencies. In order to 
continue to reduce the endorsement of rape myths, 
research needs to investigate the prevalence and norms 
about token resistance and deceptive claims of accidents. 
Such research could inform interventions to promote 
affirmative sexual consent.  
 
 Recommendations for Sexual Communication 
Interventions  
The new affirmative consent standards require 
significant change in sexual communication. Sexual 
communication, as discussed in this article, is shaped by 
sociocultural issues such as sexual scripts, gender roles, 
and rape myths (Murnen, Wright & Kaluzny, 2002). 
Interventions that support broader cultural change are 
needed (Jozkowski & Humphreys, 2014; Murnen, Wright 
& Kaluzny, 2002). If affirmative consent were to become 
the new social norm, students may change to express 
more favorable attitudes towards affirmative consent, 
change their sexual communication to actively engage in 
affirmative consent, and reduce the prevalence of sexual 
assault.  
The authors found that campus interventions targeting 
sexual consent are not well documented in the scholarly 
literature, and there is scant evidence of whether or not 
they are effective (Jozkowski & Humphreys, 2014). Such 
interventions could provide students the opportunity to 
develop the intent and behaviors consistent with 
affirmative sexual consent. The Theory of Planned 
Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) provides a framework for 
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understanding how sexual communication could change 
by changing people’s intentions to communicate 
(Humphreys & Brousseau, 2010). Specifically, current 
intentions of nonverbal and passive approaches must 
change to become intentions of direct and verbal 
communication when establishing sexual consent. 
Interventions that promote direct, verbal negotiations of 
sexual consent may improve peer perceptions.  
Researchers have suggested strategies for 
interventions to prevent sexual assault and improve 
sexual consent communication. Jozkowski and 
colleagues (2014) recommended that sexual consent 
interventions raise consciousness about gender 
differences in sexual communication. Additional research 
on sexual assault prevention programs (not specific to 
sexual consent) demonstrates a preference for interactive 
programming (Banyard, Moynihan, & Crossman, 2009; 
Christensen, 2014; Fuertes Martín et al., 2012). 
Interaction among students during programs allows them 
to strategize and rehearse communication.  
After conducting qualitative interviews to learn how 
young adults describe consent, Beres (2014) 
recommended that interventions not rely on students 
having any knowledge about the term consent. For 
example, “Do you have consent?” may not be an effective 
way to promote consent. Instead, promoting specific 
behaviors may have more of an impact. Beres argued for 
student friendly language, such as a campaign that 
stated:  “Just because she isn’t saying no, doesn’t mean 
she is saying yes” (Sexual Assault Voices of Edmonton, 
2010, “Don’t Be That Guy”). However, little research has 
been done on current sexual consent programing and 
whether or not it uses language that fits for young adults 
or if interactive methods are used.  For example, a 
common campus program “Consent is Sexy” uses the 
language of consent. This program promotes awareness 
of sexual rights and sexual communication to set 
boundaries (Consent is Sexy, 2011). “Consent is Sexy” 
provides workshops focused on affirmative consent for 
groups of students, and then those students manage a 
campus campaign. Beyond this program, what strategies 
are currently used to promote affirmative sexual consent 
remains unclear. Without data specific to sexual consent 
interventions, interventionists have limited knowledge of 
what needs exist nationally for sexual consent 
interventions.  
In addition to limited knowledge about current 
programs, research on the effectiveness of programs is 
limited. The authors found a single study that assessed 
the effectiveness of a sexual consent promotion program. 
Borges, Banyard, and Moynihan (2008) conducted a 
pretest and two-week posttest assessment of college 
students’ knowledge and understanding of sexual 
consent. Sampling was nonrandom and was divided by 
three classes: no treatment (control group), presentation 
only, and presentation and group activity. The 
presentation only group learned about four elements of 
consent defined by the local university: seeking, receiving, 
expressed, and permission. The group activity was a 
discussion about alcohol and consent. The questionnaire 
asked students to rate whether or not certain behaviors 
implied consent, to identify the four components of their 
campus’ definition of consent, and to explain when sexual 
consent is obtained. The most significant gain in 
knowledge was found in the group that received both the 
presentation and the interactive group activity. For 
existing programs, their effectiveness in changing peer 
norms for sexual consent and reducing incidents of sexual 
assault on college campuses requires evaluation.  
Because there is a lack of research on sexual consent 
interventions, we provide a brief overview of sexual 
assault prevention research methods to highlight potential 
evaluation strategies.  Sexual assault interventions have 
demonstrated numerous outcomes, including increased 
awareness of rape myths, increased empathy for the 
victim, increased sexual assault awareness, decreased 
risky dating behavior, and increased bystander behavior 
(Bradley, Yeater, & O’Donohue, 2009; Foubert, Godin, & 
Tatum, 2010; Hanson & Gidycz, 1993). Researchers have 
used both quantitative and qualitative methods. 
Quantitative studies used a variety of designs, including 
control groups (Borges, Banyard, & Moynihan, 2008; 
Bradley, Yeater, & O’Donohue, 2009; Foubert, 2000; 
Foubert & Newberry, 2006; Fuertes Martín et al., 2012; 
Hanson & Gidycz, 1993; Kleinsasser, Jouriles, McDonald, 
& Rosenfield, 2014; Moynihan, Banyard, Arnold, Eckstein, 
& Stapleton, 2011; Palm Reed, Hines, Armstrong, & 
Cameron, 2014; Rothman & Silverman, 2007) and 
longitudinal designs with delayed follow-up assessment 
(Foubert, 2000; Foubert, Godin, & Tatum, 2010; Hanson 
& Gidycz, 1993; Kleinsasser, Jouriles, McDonald, & 
Rosenfield, 2014).  
In qualitative studies conducted on sexual assault 
prevention, researchers use a more open-ended format to 
solicit participants’ reactions (Foubert, Tatum, & Godin, 
2010). For example, Christensen (2014) assessed 
interactive theatre bystander interventions on a college 
campus. Participants engaged in focus groups after the 
intervention and responded to questions regarding what 
they liked about the presentation, what they would 
change, and how they thought it could change behaviors 
in real life situations. As another example, a prevention 
program targeting men used open-ended surveys to 
solicit feedback about participants’ behaviors and 
attitudes (Foubert, Tatum, & Godin, 2010). An example of 
a survey item is: “Since seeing the One in Four program 
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in September, have there been any situations in which 
you have behaved any differently in any situation as a 
result of seeing the program? If so, please describe in 
detail how you behaved differently.” (p. 709).  
Based on this research, we recommend that both 
qualitative and quantitative methods be used in the 
evaluation of sexual consent prevention programs. 
Themes found within qualitative studies could be used to 
identify variables for quantitative assessment of 
interventions (Christensen, 2014; Jozkowski et al., 2014). 
Quantitative designs with pretest and posttest data 
collection could increase internal validity with control 
groups. Longitudinal designs provide important data for 
examining interventions. Specifically, later follow-up 
assessments have the potential to assess future 
behaviors, not just attitude changes (Banyard, Moynihan, 
& Crossman, 2009). Delayed assessment could also 
include members of campus that did not directly 
participate in the intervention (Fuertes Martín et al., 2012). 
Assessment of the larger community would help 
determine if the intervention shifted peer norms to be 
consistent with affirmative sexual consent. Future studies 
should sample diverse groups, including groups based on 
race, gender, age, ability, and sexual identity. Information 
about how diverse groups respond to interventions could 
allow for evidence-based interventions that meet the 
diverse needs of young adults. 
 
Conclusion 
This review explains how peer norms, sexual scripts, 
and rape myths influence sexual consent. Young adults 
are influenced by peer norms that consent is ambiguous 
and indirect. Heterosexual young adults often lack verbal 
or direct communication about sexual consent. Rape 
myths shape this problematic sexual communication. 
Sociocultural forces and practices are in direct conflict 
with the new affirmative sexual consent law. Ongoing, 
direct consent is needed under the California law. 
Research and interventions are needed to promote 
affirmative sexual consent. Additional research on 
California universities would illuminate barriers for 
establishing affirmative sexual consent and help establish 
appropriate interventions. Program evaluation is needed 
to develop and improve affirmative sexual consent 
interventions on college campuses. 
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In this paper, I analyze the commencement speech given by Ellen DeGeneres at Tulane University in 
2009. I argue that through identifying with her audience and employing a rhetorical style consisting of a 
careful balance between humor and tragedy as an additional factor to her use of the commencement 
genre style presented in Margaret LaWare’s essay, "Redefining The 'Good Life': Life Lessons And Virtues 
In Commencement Speeches By Women,” DeGeneres is able to establish enough ethos to be seen as a 
highly credible source on the subject of life, and is able to resonate with her audience and make a point 
they perceive to be widely reasonable and sound. 
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Ellen DeGeneres is my all-time favorite comedian; 
that being said, it seems somewhat odd that I’d never 
watched any of her work until I was in college. Before, all I 
knew about her was that she was supposedly funny and, 
well… gay. The first time I ever watched her talk show, 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show, I thought it was somewhat 
entertaining, but not enough to make a habit out of 
watching the show. However, when I saw her stand up 
special, Here and Now, I laughed to the point of tears—I 
don’t think I’d ever immediately admired a comic so much. 
DeGeneres became my favorite comic within one hour of 
her stand up special, and I found the reasons why were 
quite easy to pinpoint: first of all, for every topic, from 
technology to pickles, I felt I could relate to her—she had 
an easy way of making intimate and seemingly isolated 
experiences and opinions come across as normal 
everyday occurrences. Second, DeGeneres’ performance 
seemed to have an underlying theme that was quite 
impressive: she seemed to be suggesting that with all of 
our differences in preferences and cultures, deep down, 
we’re really all the same—we all just want to laugh.  
When tasked with finding an orator to write a fifteen 
page research paper on, DeGeneres was the furthest from 
my mind. I thought about protest speeches, humanitarian 
speeches, black power speeches, feminist speeches, and 
other activist rhetoric. However, when I heard some other 
students in the class propose the analysis of speeches 
given from people I’d heard of but never heard a speech 
from, I started pondering about the possibilities of doing 
my analysis on a speech that I found funny as opposed to 
a speech pushing for movement. Why not analyze 
something that made me laugh? While trying to think of 
someone funny who has given a speech I could write on, I 
found myself searching through countless standup 
comedians, and somehow ended up watching an hour long 
special of Ellen DeGeneres—this was the first time I’d ever 
watched her do stand up. I researched if she’d given any 
addresses to the public, and I was pleasantly surprised. In 
2009, DeGeneres gave the commencement speech to the 
graduating class of Tulane University. Once again, she not 
only had me laughing all throughout and feeling like I could 
really relate to her, but also, there was another underlying 
theme; as Shakespeare would say, “To thine own self be 
true.” 
Throughout the years, there have been many 
profound commencement speeches, of which, it is my 
argument, Ellen DeGeneres’s commencement speech to 
the 2009 graduating class of Tulane University should be 
included. In her speech, DeGeneres discusses many of 
her achievements; becoming the first female comedian to 
be asked to sit on Johnny Carsen’s couch on The Tonight 
Show, getting her own sitcom, her own talk show, 
becoming a “huge celebrity,” etc. Throughout these topics, 
DeGeneres, in accordance with her usual rhetorical style, 
employs a healthy dose of comedy. However, DeGeneres 
also discusses her heartbreaking trials and tribulations in 
the speech, using a less-like-her style of rhetoric, and 
furthermore, seems to somewhat conform to the 
commencement speech genre. Through her exploration of 
her more tragic experiences, DeGeneres is able to connect 
with her immediate audience on an unusually deep level, 
and, in doing so, able her conclusion to be seen as more 
sound and reasonable than expected. Also, in her speech, 
DeGeneres makes a strong appeal to her audience that 
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she is “one of them” in that she grew up in the place from 
which they are graduating and has experienced many of 
the same things they are going through, enabling her to 
further identify with her audience. Through identifying with 
her audience and employing a rhetorical style consisting of 
a careful balance between humor and tragedy as an 
additional factor to her use of the commencement genre 
style, DeGeneres is able to establish enough ethos to be 
seen as a highly credible source on the subject of life, and 
is able to resonate with her audience and make a point 
they perceive to be widely reasonable and sound. 
 
BIOGRAPHY 
Ellen Lee DeGeneres was born to Elliot and Elizabeth 
(Betty) DeGeneres on the 26th of January, 1958 in 
Metairie, Louisiana. DeGeneres' parents divorced in 1971 
when she was 13 and her mother remarried a man named 
Roy Gruessendorf. Gruessendorf moved Ellen and her 
mother to Atlanta, Texas where Betty fought with breast 
cancer. During Betty's struggle, her husband molested her 
daughter Ellen, who was a teenager at the time. 
DeGeneres told Allure magazine he once tried to break 
down her bedroom door and "I had to kick a window out 
and escape and sleep in a hospital all night long" 
(Cosgrove-Mather). Although it was a traumatic 
experience, one which her mother didn't believe and 
stayed married to the man for several years after, 
DeGeneres was able to overcome it and graduate high 
school in 1976. She moved back to New Orleans where 
she enrolled at a local university. She aspired to be a 
veterinarian, but after one term at college, gave up on this 
dream because she found she wasn't "book smart." After 
that, she worked odd jobs such as selling vacuum 
cleaners, painting houses, waiting tables, and working as a 
legal secretary. Reportedly, during an event at which 
DeGeneres was required to speak publicly, she got very 
nervous and resorted to humor to get through the 
experience, after which she began receiving offers to do 
stand-up comedy ("Ellen DeGeneres"). 
At the insistence of her mother, DeGeneres began 
performing stand-up comedy in 1980 at a local coffee 
shop. In the midst of her comedic start, DeGeneres' 
partner, Kathy, died tragically in a car accident. This event 
led to DeGeneres' breakthrough monologue, phone call to 
God. In 1986, she appeared and entertained audiences on 
The Tonight Show as the first female comic on the show, 
and presented the bit, phone call to God. After many other 
appearances on talk shows such as The Late Show with 
David Letterman, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, 
and The Oprah Winfrey Show, DeGeneres was in the 
public eye and, in 1994, starred in her own TV show, 
These Friends of Mine, which was later renamed Ellen. 
In 1997, while she was on The Opera Winfrey Show, 
DeGeneres publicly came out as a lesbian ("Ellen 
DeGeneres"). Shortly after, her character on the sitcom 
Ellen became the first lead in sitcom history to openly 
acknowledge her homosexuality on air and caused major 
controversy for ABC. Many sponsors of the show, 
including J.C. Penny and Chrysler, withdrew 
advertisements, and an ABC affiliate in Birmingham, 
Alabama refused to air the landmark episode (Hubert). 
However, with the controversy came huge support from 
the LGBT community and gay-friendly activists. Although 
the episode won her an Emmy award, Ellen was cancelled 
in 1998. "'Here's how I look at it,' DeGeneres says, 'I am 
really proud of Ellen, but I tried to do something that didn't 
work. I tried to incorporate educational things about what 
people actually go through when they're coming out, and it 
wasn't funny. Because it's not funny. And that's why it 
failed'" (Green). 
Since her public coming out in 1997, DeGeneres has 
been seen as "the face" of the LGBT community. 
According to a study conducted by Pew Research Center, 
32% of the general public claimed Ellen DeGeneres as the 
first public figure openly gay to come to mind when asked. 
It should be noted 38% of the population surveyed could 
not come up with an answer to this question. Another 
survey, specifically aimed at the LGBT population, asked 
"Who would you consider an important public figure 
advancing LGBT rights?" Ellen came in second, having 
18% of the vote, to Barack Obama with 23% (Desilver). 
Although Ellen's coming out led to major political 
controversy, DeGeneres claimed "I didn't do it to make a 
political statement, I did it selfishly for myself and because 
I thought it was a great thing for the show, which 
desperately needed a point of view" (Handy). She hasn't 
had much political involvement, though she has had 
Republican John McCain on her day time talk show in 
recent years to discuss their disagreements on the 
legalization of gay marriage. As DeGeneres puts it, "I’m 
not a political person, and that may be surprising to hear. I 
don’t know enough about what’s going on to say anything" 
(Ressner). Though she may not have political motivations, 
that DeGeneres publicly came out as a celebrity and faced 
the repercussions head-on puts her in the exclusive group 
of individuals that stayed true to themselves, even when in 
the public eye. 
DeGeneres starred and appeared in several movies 
from 1996 on, and started her talk show, The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show, in 2003. Over the years, the day time 
talk show has been a huge success, in part due to her 
adaptation of her publicly known sexual orientation into a 
hybrid form of homo- and hetero- sexuality comparable to 
the heterosexual expectations of America: 
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There are a few promising jokes that gesture 
towards the enactment of her sexual difference 
throughout the season. But they are not enough 
to create an actual space for that difference. The 
very structure of the show absorbs those 
references into the dominant form of reference: 
heterosexuality... On the face of it, the show 
seems to address stay-at-home moms and other 
people who are at home during the day, and 
thus is not exactly queer. This then seems to 
continue DeGeneres’ move toward assimilation 
(Reed 33). 
 
 It's difficult to predict whether or not her show will 
take a different stance in the future, but I will argue that 
DeGeneres's goal is simply to make people laugh. 
Perhaps dance a bit as well, but mostly just make people 
laugh. 
In the summer of 2008, DeGeneres married her long 
time Australian girlfriend, Portia de Rossi, at their house in 
Los Angeles with only 19 guests present. De Rossi is a 
television actress and has been on a few shows, including 
Arrested Development and Nip/Tuck. The two have been 
together since 2004, and seem to be not only 
extraordinarily happy and in love, but also, in being happy, 
an idolized celebrity couple. They have managed to stay 
out of the public eye pretty well, a fact de Rossi attributes 
to their 'normal' and 'boring' lifestyle: 
 
To think that a married gay couple is 
considered boring and normal is fantastic... 
Happiness is a choice too. It's a choice to live in 
a state of gratitude and to fix what makes you 
unhappy. Being honest with who you are, being 
able to go out into the world and show people 
that you can be successful and be happy and 
be in a good marriage--it's important 
(Krochmal). 
 
In 2009, Ellen was invited by Tulane University to give 
the commencement speech to the graduating class. The 
University is located in her home town of New Orleans and 
DeGeneres gratefully accepted. Then, in 2010, Ellen took 
the place of Paula Abdul as a judge on the television show, 
American Idol. Although she only stayed for one season, 
her appearance on the show was a success. "Her mix of 
playful banter and serious criticism (‘That was crazy, I 
think…in a bad way’) helped the show's ratings surge 12 
percent from the previous week (also a 2 percent increase 
from last year's Hollywood Week episodes)" (Karger). 
In addition to her daytime talk show, past sitcoms, 
and sporadic movie appearances, DeGeneres has hosted 
the Grammy Awards, the Primetime Emmy Awards, and 
the Academy Awards in 2007, for which she received a 
Primetime Emmy nomination for “Outstanding Individual 
Performance in a Variety or Music Program.” She hosted 
the Oscars for a second time on March 2nd of this year, on 
which she claimed, prior to the show, “I am so excited to 
be hosting the Oscars for the second time. You know what 
they say—the third time's the charm” (Sanjit).  
Of course, DeGeneres's life experiences majorly 
influenced her commencement speech given at Tulane 
University. As a form of epideictic rhetoric, or ceremonial 
speeches oriented toward the present, while calling to the 
past to inform the future, DeGeneres’s commencement 
speech’s goal is to give life advice to the graduating class 
of 2009 that resonates with the audience and rings true. 
She references her sexual orientation, the death of her 
partner that led to her persistent pursuit of comedy, the 
cancellation of her show and temporary loss of her entire 
career in 1998 due to her coming out publicly, her 
“celebrity-ness,” her wife, and much more in her speech, 
all of which are very relevant to the last point of her 
speech: “remember this; you're going to be okay” 
(DeGeneres).  
 
GENRE 
DeGeneres’s commencement speech addressed to 
the 2009 Tulane University graduating class seems to 
align with five specific characteristics of the 
commencement speech genre set forth by Margaret 
LaWare’s essay, “Redefining the ‘Good Life’: Life Lessons 
and Virtues in Commencement Speeches by Women.” 
This article is a little too narrow to be an exact 
representation of a commencement genre in which 
DeGeneres’s speech fits, as it focuses solely on 
commencement speeches to an all-female audience and 
spends a lot of time on gender-specific rhetoric, which I 
don’t find any evidence of in DeGeneres’s speech. 
However, there are several aspects of the proposed genre 
in which her speech does fit: (1) emphasis of values the 
orator finds pertinent to a life of success and satisfaction; 
(2) a reconfiguration of dominant cultural themes through 
the incorporation of their own life narratives; (3) the orator 
is a source of inspiration, guidance and courage for their 
audience; (4) the orator attributes some measure of their 
success to accidental events; and (5) the orator “calls 
attention to the rapid changes of society and 
unpredictability of the future… also reflects on the 
inevitable straddling of the private and public spheres” 
(LaWare 6). 
The first quality described in LaWare’s essay that 
DeGeneres’s speech possesses is “how women [and men] 
orators use epideictic to foster their own ends in both 
defining and illuminating values that they feel of 
significance to an audience of women [and men]” (LaWare 
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2), and furthermore, “what qualities of character are 
emphasized for [graduates] to lead successful and 
satisfying lives” (LaWare 6). DeGeneres both defines and 
illuminates values in her speech, though the specific value 
of integrity—of staying “true to yourself”—seems to pull the 
most weight throughout her speech. On her coming out, 
DeGeneres says, “I finally decided that I was living with so 
much shame, and so much fear, that I just couldn’t live that 
way anymore… I just wanted to be honest” (DeGeneres), 
suggesting that living a life of secrecy (or without integrity) 
is in no way satisfying. Furthermore, DeGeneres confirms 
that her decision to live a life of integrity was the right 
decision: “Ultimately, that’s what’s gotten me to this place. 
I don’t live in fear, I’m free, I have no secrets and I know I’ll 
always be okay, because no matter what, I know who I 
am” (DeGeneres). This, in addition with her introductory 
line, “I didn’t go to any college at all… and I’m not saying 
you wasted your time, or money, but look at me, I’m a 
huge celebrity” (DeGeneres), shows DeGeneres’s 
emphasis of the value of integrity as the main 
characteristic necessary for graduates to find success in 
life.  
Another aspect of this genre in which DeGeneres’s 
speech fits is “how women have used invention within an 
epideictic framework to reconfigure dominant cultural 
themes and values associated with women’s [and men’s] 
lives and experiences by incorporating their own 
interpretations of the social and political world and by 
providing narratives of their own lives and experiences to 
illuminate new values” (LaWare 2). DeGeneres not only 
gives a narrative of her life throughout her speech, but also 
reconfigures dominant cultural themes in her speech, most 
noticeably so when she redefines the concept of ‘success.’ 
This is also a great example of contextual reconstruction, a 
response in which the rhetor attempts to redefine the 
situation and challenges definitions. DeGeneres argues 
that the definition of ‘success’ is ever-changing: “when I 
was younger, I thought success was something different… 
and as you grow, you’ll realize the definition of success 
changes… for me, the most important thing in your life is to 
live your life with integrity and not to give into peer 
pressure to try to be something that you’re not, to live your 
life as an honest and compassionate person. To contribute 
in some way” (DeGeneres). Also, DeGeneres mentions 
finding a ‘purpose’ during a part of her life where she 
struggled with her career:  
 
I lost my career… Nobody wanted to touch me 
at all. Yet, I was getting letters from kids that 
almost committed suicide, but didn’t because of 
what I did. And I realized that I had a purpose. 
And it wasn’t just about me and it wasn’t about 
celebrity, but I felt like I was being punished and 
it was a bad time, I was angry, I was sad 
(DeGeneres).  
 
By saying she found a purpose in the darkest of times 
she somewhat challenges the idea that purpose is 
something we must search for. Instead, DeGeneres seems 
to propose that purpose is something that is innate when 
life is lived with integrity. DeGeneres attempts to redefine a 
life of success, as well as finding a purpose, for her 
audience in using her own life experiences as evidence.   
Thirdly, inside the genre presented in LaWare’s 
essay, DeGeneres fits into the concept of “a source of 
inspiration, courage, and guidance” (LaWare 6), in that 
she, herself, has evidence of a life lived with integrity. Her 
narrative of her life and the consequences, both positive 
and negative, she faced  due to her practice of integrity 
shows DeGeneres’s use of enactment, or a rhetor, as 
themselves, being proof of their claim. Her enactment, in 
addition to her daring of her audience to do the same—live 
a life of integrity—makes DeGeneres a source of 
inspiration and courage. DeGeneres becomes a source of 
guidance when she proposes a way in which the audience 
may begin to lead a life of integrity: “life is like one big 
Mardi Gras. But instead of showing your boobs, show 
people your brain, and if they like what they see, you’ll 
have more beads than you’ll know what to do with” 
(DeGeneres), in effect saying “do what you can and show 
what you’ve got to offer, for that’s the best chance anyone 
has got to make it.”  
Fourthly, DeGeneres points to her success (in the 
general sense) as somewhat of an accident (LaWare 9). 
On her beginning in comedy, she says “the way I ended up 
on this path was from a very tragic event” and goes on to 
discuss the death of her girlfriend when she was nineteen 
and how hitting rock bottom led to her development of her 
first comedy monologue:   
 
I was living in a basement apartment; I had no 
money; I had no heat, no air, I had a mattress 
on the floor and the apartment was infested 
with fleas. And I was soul-searching, I was like, 
why is she suddenly gone and there are fleas 
here… I started writing and what poured out of 
me was an imaginary conversation with God. 
(DeGeneres) 
 
DeGeneres then explains how this monologue began 
her career in stand up and eventually television. 
Lastly, DeGeneres “calls attention to the rapid 
changes of society and unpredictability of the future…[and] 
also reflects upon the inevitable straddling of the private 
and public spheres” (LaWare 6). Several times in the 
speech, DeGeneres references the changing times: “And I 
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thought, what if they find out I’m gay, then they’ll never 
watch… and this was a long time ago, this was when we 
just had white presidents,” suggesting our 
acceptance/toleration of people’s differences as a society 
has improved. Also, her reference to the future, “the 
economy is booming, the job market is wide open, the 
planet is just fine. It’s going to be great.” is, in light of the 
2009 economic state of our nation, quite sarcastic, and in 
being so, points to the “unpredictability of the future.” That 
she ends with “you’re going to be okay” shows 
DeGeneres’s understanding of the difficult times ahead for 
the graduates. Furthermore, DeGeneres acknowledges the 
“inevitable straddling of the private and public spheres” in 
her narration of her struggle with her own coming out. 
Although she had already come out in her own private 
sphere prior to her celebrity career, DeGeneres struggled 
with the public sphere in that “I thought if people found out 
they wouldn’t like me, they wouldn’t laugh at me… if they 
find out I’m gay, then they’ll never watch” (DeGeneres). As 
we know, DeGeneres conquered this fear, but her internal 
struggle is a great example of “straddling the private and 
public spheres.” 
Although parts of DeGeneres’s speech fall under the 
genre of past commencement speeches of women orators, 
it extends the genre in several ways.  Lois Agnew’s essay, 
The Day Belongs to Students: Expanding Epideictic’s Civic 
Function, argues that “although some treatments of genre 
suggest that it serves as a rigid system of classification 
that limits discourse to prescribed forms… ‘[g]enres should 
not be viewed as static forms, but as evolving 
phenomena’” (Agnew 150). DeGeneres extends, or 
‘evolves,’ the commencement genre in one main way: she 
relies heavily on humor as a way of identifying with her 
audience, as well as a way of keeping things light. 
 
HUMOR and TRAGEDY 
DeGeneres’s signature style of rhetoric—humor—is 
utilized strategically in her speech to not only capture her 
audience’s attention, but also as a way in which she can 
break the tension related to her constraints, or issues 
facing the rhetor that have the power to constrain the way 
in which a rhetor may address a rhetorical situation. She 
then transitions into a more tragic style of rhetoric in her 
life narrative, in addition to her frequent use of humor, as a 
way to sustain audience attention. Thus making her 
ultimate conclusion—that integrity is the most important 
quality to possess in life—resonate soundly with her 
audience.  
Throughout a majority of the speech, DeGeneres 
sticks to her usual humorous rhetorical style, most 
noticeably in the introduction and conclusion of her 
speech. In her introduction, DeGeneres begins with what is 
expected of a commencement speaker: she thanks the 
students and faculty for inviting her to speak. DeGeneres 
puts her own comical spin on this anticipated gratitude 
statement by including the “creepy Spanish teacher” 
(DeGeneres) in her thanks. She goes on to comment on 
her assumption of the audience’s condition based on the 
exigency of, or reason for, the speech: graduating from 
college. “I realize most of you are hung-over and have 
splitting headaches and haven’t slept since Fat Tuesday, 
but you can't graduate 'til I finish, so listen up” 
(DeGeneres).  
DeGeneres goes on to address a few of her 
constraints to the audience in such a way as to break 
tensions related to them: first of all, DeGeneres “didn’t go 
to any college at all,” which could, in itself, pose as a 
possible problem in her being able to identify with the 
audience. Add on to this fact that DeGeneres is rich and 
famous, and the constraint becomes quite a scary one to 
face. How can DeGeneres congratulate the graduates 
without making them feel as though they wasted a bunch 
of money and time on nothing but a piece of paper? Her 
approach to this is humor: to simply, and quite bluntly, just 
state the fact. DeGeneres says “I didn’t go to any college 
at all… and I’m not saying you wasted your time, or 
money, but look at me, I’m a huge celebrity” (DeGeneres).  
Her second constraint she addresses is her publicly 
known sexual orientation. As “the face” of the LGBT 
community, what should she say about her own 
homosexuality? Her approach to this is also humor: as she 
is giving the narrative of her life, DeGeneres says “I didn’t 
really have a plan, my point is that, by the time I was your 
age, I really thought I knew who I was but I had no idea. 
Like for example, when I was your age I was dating men. 
So what I’m saying is, when you’re older, most of you will 
be gay” (DeGeneres). By saying “most of you will be gay,” 
DeGeneres is being obviously sarcastic in such a way as 
to break any tension related to her sexual orientation. In 
Stephen Smith’s essay, Humor as Rhetoric and Cultural 
Agreement, he says humor is a complicated part of 
popular culture in that it enables the common people to 
“challenge the dominant view of the social order” (Smith 
51). By sarcastically claiming most of her audience will one 
day be gay, DeGeneres is challenging the idea of 
homosexuality being a choice. If it were a choice, then 
everyone would have the ability to simply decide to be gay, 
thus a good portion of people would one day be gay. 
However, by sarcastically suggesting that a majority of her 
audience becoming gay is a possibility, DeGeneres seems 
to indirectly suggest homosexuality as a choice is an 
absurdity, thus “challenging the dominant view” that 
homosexuality is a choice.  
DeGeneres then transitions into a more tragic style of 
rhetoric in her life narrative. She speaks about how she got 
started in comedy, “I ended up on this path [due to] a very 
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tragic event. I was maybe nineteen and my girlfriend at the 
time was killed in a car accident” (DeGeneres), which is 
followed by the development of her first monologue that 
led to her career in comedy. She then speaks about her 
decision to come out publicly, a decision that led to the 
loss of her career.  
 
I finally decided that I was living with so much 
shame and so much fear, that I just couldn’t live 
that way anymore and I decided to come out… I 
thought, ‘What’s the worst that could happen? I 
can lose my career.’ I did. I lost my career. The 
show (Ellen) was cancelled… the phone didn’t 
ring for three years… Nobody wanted to touch 
me at all. Yet, I was getting letters from kids 
that almost committed suicide, but didn’t 
because of what I did. And I realized that I had 
a purpose (DeGeneres).  
 
By providing some hope to her tragic situation—that 
she found a purpose even though she’d lost her career—
DeGeneres is beginning her redefinition of success later 
on in the speech. By strategically incorporating it here, in 
the tragic part of her speech, DeGeneres is making her 
claim resonate more soundly with the audience. At this 
point in the speech, the audience is completely silent as 
opposed to the parts of the speech in which DeGeneres 
employs humor. This, the audience’s silence, is proof of 
DeGeneres’s ability to sustain audience attention through 
her use of tragic rhetoric as well as to serve as proof of her 
own claims, a form of enactment.  
 
IDENTIFICATION and ETHOS 
Another way in which DeGeneres is able to make her 
claims be seen as sound arguments to her audience is not 
only her identification, or connection with her audience on 
a basis of shared interests and characteristics, but also her 
ethos, or credibility, as a rhetor constructed by the 
perceived practical wisdom, virtue, and goodwill directed to 
her audience. Also, DeGeneres’s attempt to identify with 
her audience is an attempt to further break any tensions 
due to her constraints.  
DeGeneres attempts to identify with her particular 
audience, or those actually present for the speech, in 
several different ways. First, in her introduction, 
DeGeneres acknowledges her assumed state of the 
audience, “hung-over and have splitting headaches and 
haven’t slept since Fat Tuesday” (DeGeneres), which is 
probably somewhat true, being that the audience cheers in 
response. Cheering can be seen as a form of feedback 
from the audience to let DeGeneres know she has 
successfully identified with them or made a point they 
strongly agree with. DeGeneres also attempts to identify 
with her audience by pointing to the fact that she too 
comes from New Orleans, where Tulane University is 
located, “I was born and raised here, I spent my formative 
years here, and  like you, when I was living here I only did 
laundry six times” (DeGeneres). DeGeneres’s use of “like 
you” shows obvious intent to try to identify with her 
audience. DeGeneres also makes reference to Fat 
Tuesday/Mardi Gras, a New Orleans festival celebrating 
the last day before Lent begins, twice in the speech, as 
well as references Hurricane Katrina a few times 
throughout the speech as well. DeGeneres also attempts 
to identify with her young audience through her use of 
allusions to contemporary music, specifically the Pussycat 
Dolls and Lady Gaga. By identifying with her audience, 
DeGeneres is able to make them feel as though she is 
‘one of them’ and that she understands what they have 
accomplished, even though she never attended college. 
Her use of identification not only further breaks the tension 
of her constraints, but also, in addition to her ethos, makes 
her audience feel as though her claims are sound and 
relatable. 
 Ethos, as defined by Rhetoric in Civic Life, is “the 
character of a rhetor performed in the rhetorical act and 
known by the audience because of prior interactions” (Ice 
153) and makes reference to Aristotle’s description of 
character consisting of practical wisdom, virtue, and 
goodwill. DeGeneres’s ethos is portrayed throughout her 
speech as a credible source on the matter of life due to her 
demonstration of these three characteristics throughout 
her speech. 
Practical wisdom can be demonstrated by a rhetor 
“through the use of common sense and sound reason… 
conveyed by a rhetor’s command of information and ability 
to make decisions based on sound reasons” (Ice 153). 
DeGeneres establishes practical wisdom through 
attributing her success (in a general sense) to her own 
integrity in life—coming out publicly and suffering the 
backlash of it—and showing evidence of this attribution 
through enactment, which leads to her conclusion that “the 
most important thing in your life is to live a life of integrity 
and not to give into peer pressure to try to be something 
that you’re not” (DeGeneres).  
DeGeneres’s virtue, or “sharing the values the 
audience considers worthy of merit” (Ice 153), is 
established throughout her speech, mainly in her repetitive 
emphasis on the value of integrity, but other places as 
well. DeGeneres’s construction of her definition of success 
is also an example of her virtue. By redefining the word, 
DeGeneres is indirectly suggesting that perhaps the 
definitions that have been engraved in our minds by our 
parents and other sources of influence are not the right 
definition for us, and that each of us has the potential to 
create our own definition of success. Also, with her 
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mentioning of the letters she received just after she lost 
her career and how those letters gave her a purpose that 
“wasn’t just about me and it wasn’t about celebrity,” 
(DeGeneres) she indirectly makes a claim that each of our 
purposes, as human beings, differs from one person to the 
next, and it doesn’t have to fall under certain guidelines to 
be considered a purposeful life. It’s up to us to realize our 
purposes and do what we can with them. DeGeneres 
ended up becoming ‘the face’ of the LGBT community 
without even trying, she was just being honest.  
DeGeneres’s goodwill, or “the quality of being 
motivated by the audience’s best interests” (Ice 154), is 
demonstrated throughout her speech, as she is giving 
advice that is, hopefully, based on what she thinks is the 
audience’s best interest. DeGeneres’s repetition of the 
importance of integrity reflects her goodwill directed at the 
audience in that she attributes her success in life and in 
her career to this value, thus, recommending it to her 
audience is an expression of her goodwill: she wants them 
to know the secret to her success so they, too, may be 
able to become successful. Also, in her redefining the word 
‘success,’ she promotes her interest in the audience’s 
interest of living a successful life.  
In identifying with her audience and in her portrayal of 
her ethos throughout her speech, DeGeneres is able to 
expose herself to her audience in such a way as to be 
seen as a credible source on the subject of life. This 
enables DeGeneres’s claims, mostly that living a life with 
integrity is the best way to live your life, to be seen as 
sound and true.  
 
CLOSING THOUGHTS 
Further research could be done on the underlying 
themes present in this speech, such as DeGeneres’s 
emphasis on humor perceived as an indirect suggestion 
that a humorous perspective on life is, in addition to 
integrity, the secret to her success. Also, the possibility of 
any underlying humanitarian claims could be further 
examined. Another concept for further evaluation could be 
the rhetor’s delivery of the speech and its impact on the 
speech’s effectiveness. 
DeGeneres’s commencement speech to the 2009 
graduating class of Tulane University is easily labeled a 
fitting response to, or as meeting the expectations of, the 
exigency of the speech in that she is able to meet her 
ultimate goal as an orator—to have her claims resonate as 
reasonable and sound with her audience.  She earns this 
label by carefully aligning her speech to the proposed 
genre of commencement speakers, her strategically 
balanced use of humor and tragedy as a rhetorical style, 
and in identifying with, as well as portraying an ethos 
perceived as credible by, her audience.  
DeGeneres’s speech is perceived as very well-
constructed for many reasons, but for me, the largest 
reason is its claim about the best possible way in which life 
can be pursued. Although most commencement speeches 
offer advice, DeGeneres’s is unique in that it makes a 
recommendation of incorporating a single value into one’s 
code of conduct to have a successful and satisfying life. 
And this value—integrity—is not advocated for in a college 
environment very often. That DeGeneres has so many 
constraints to begin with, advocating for something as 
personal and intimate as integrity at a college graduation is 
quite brave, and gives her speech a whole other level of 
uniqueness.  
Furthermore, DeGeneres’s use of humor makes her 
commencement speech stand out from others simply by 
being entertaining. I’ve attended numerous graduations, 
high school and college alike, and never have I not wanted 
the commencement speaker’s time on the microphone to 
end prior to my exposure to DeGeneres’s commencement 
speech. But more than that, her humor is her way to both 
engage and disarm her audience—perhaps why so many 
people try for comedy in situations like this.  
Lastly, DeGeneres’s speech is significant to me in 
that she suggests and gives evidence that life is not about 
doing whatever it takes to become successful, but it’s 
simply about staying true to yourself. We will never figure 
out what we are really looking for, let alone find it, if we 
prescribe to others’ expectations and definitions of a good 
life. We must write our own code along the way, but keep it 
adaptable—maintain room for expansion, change, and 
lessons learned. If we can always live our lives according 
to this ever-changing, innate compass, and make sure 
what we’re doing is constantly in line with what we believe 
is right, we will find a purpose, and we will find true 
success.  
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Gender Representations 
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Interpretations of Upper Paleolithic Venus figurines pose an interesting challenge for archaeologists. 
Scholars who have studied these prehistoric representations of the female form have reached a variety of 
conclusions that may be better seen as a reflection of modern sociocultural values and ideals than being 
representative of the peoples who made the Venuses. I argue that by transposing our own ideals onto the 
Venus figurines, we act as colonizers and appropriators of the past. Reviewing archaeological literature 
regarding the Venuses, we gain a sense of the strengths and weaknesses of current approaches to 
interpreting representations of gender. These lessons serve as a starting point for constructing 
archaeological methods of interpreting representations of gender and gender relations in a way that more 
accurately reflects the ancient peoples who crafted these figurines. 
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Introduction 
 
During the Upper Paleolithic, which lasted from 
50,000 to 10,000 years ago, representations of the female 
form, called “Venus” figurines, were created. Since their 
initial discovery they have been controversial, even 
spawning a quasi-religious movement in some modern 
feminist circles (Rountree 2001). These statuettes 
emerged from the ground and into a world where scholars 
have tried to interpret them through their own sociocultural 
frame of reference and ideologies, thereby appropriating 
the Venuses and acting as colonizers of the Upper 
Paleolithic hunter-gatherers who created these figurines. In 
doing so, I believe that many reductionist theories have 
emerged regarding the Venuses, Upper Paleolithic 
representations of gender, and inferences about gender 
relations. In this paper I examine anthropological 
perspectives used to interpret these figurines. I will explore 
assumptions and underlying problems regarding 
creatorship of the Venus figurines, and some proposed 
interpretations of the figurines along with their implications. 
I will discuss inherent flaws in our current understanding of 
the Venuses and the Upper Paleolithic people that they 
represent, and propose alternative methods of 
understanding representations of gender, gender 
relationships and social dynamics in prehistoric societies 
through the interpretation of their artifacts. 
 
The Venus Figurines 
Small figurines depicting the female form, as 
evidenced by the depiction of primary and secondary sex 
characteristics, were first brought to the attention of 
modern society during the 1890s when they were 
discovered in southwestern France and northern Italy by 
Edouard Petite and Salomon Reinach, respectively 
(McDermott 1996). These statuettes are the earliest 
examples of art created in the human image, the oldest of 
which was discovered in 2008 at Hohle Fels cave in 
Germany, dated to over 35,000 years old (Curry 2012). 
Since their initial discovery, hundreds of figurines of Upper 
Paleolithic origin have been found. A wide variety of 
images exist; many are obviously female, some are male, 
others lack obvious gender, and still others are 
anthropomorphic animal figures.  
These female figurines, known as Venuses, have 
been found stretching across Eurasia from southern 
France to Siberia, as shown in Figure 1. These figurines 
are small in stature, standing on average 150mm in height, 
small enough to be held in the hand (McDermott 1996). 
They were made from a variety of raw materials, such as 
stone, bone, ivory, jet, hematite, limonite, horse teeth, and 
fired loess (Beck 2000). It has been hypothesized that they 
were being made from perishable materials long before the 
oldest known Venuses were created (Russell 1998). The 
figurines vary in form as well; some are highly stylized and 
abstract, others detailed and exceptionally realistic, and 
still others rough and unfinished (Beck 2000). Figure 2 
shows three of these figurines. The Venuses have 
generally been characterized as being faceless, grotesque, 
rotund, and having exaggerated sex organs (Nelson 1990), 
while others argue that a great deal of diversity exists 
among the statuettes (Rice 1981).  
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Figure' 1' Venus' figurines' have' been' discovered' across' the'
European'continent;'some'locations'where'Venuses'have'been'
found'are'depicted'on'the'map'above'(map'created'by'author,'
using'Hitchcock'2014). 
The people of the Upper Paleolithic who created 
these Venus figurines were nomadic hunter-gatherers. The 
Upper Paleolithic, from roughly 50,000-10,000 years ago, 
predates the advent of agriculture, and marks a transition 
to modern human cognitive behavior and the advent of 
many new technologies. Examples of these changes 
include, but are not limited to, increasingly sophisticated 
blades and hunting tools, routine use of body decoration, 
and the appearance of artwork in the form of carved 
figurines or paintings and engravings on cave walls (Bar-
Yosef 2002: 365-366). Behavioral changes coincide with 
changes in the climate; the Last Glacial Maximum was 
followed by a period of oscillation between warm and wet, 
then cold and dry. The creation of these Venuses can be 
seen as a response to the world in which they lived (Bar-
Yosef 2002). 
 
Androcentric and Feminist Interpretation and 
Appropriations 
Androcentrism, or the practice of treating males or 
masculine world views as the center for one’s world view 
and interpreting culture and history as such, has been 
common practice in much of western scholarship. 
Androcentric interpretations of the Venus figurines were 
the starting point for archaeological understandings of this 
Upper Paleolithic art form. Androcentric interpretations of 
these figurines largely focus on men as the creators of the 
figurines, with an objectified understanding of 
representations of females. This androcentric approach 
was a reflection of sociocultural values of the Victorian era 
during which they were found, and an interpretive bias that 
disallows other possible, indeed probable, explanations. 
These interpretations did not arise with malicious intent, 
but the effects were damaging and despite the passage of 
time, androcentric perspectives of the Venus figurines are 
still common (Nelson 1990). By ignoring the possibility of 
female agency, and trying to understand the complex 
nature of the Venuses in oversimplified terms, the 
interpretive framework reduces all possible answers to 
whether or not they can be situated into a simple 
understanding.  
In an effort to counter androcentric tendencies that 
dominated Western scholarship, feminist scholarship, 
which emerged during the second feminist movement of 
the 1960s and 1970s, works to challenge received wisdom 
in academia regarding gender and gender relationships. 
Interpretations given to the Venuses began to be 
scrutinized during this time, allowing for new 
understandings to emerge. Efforts have been made by a 
number of scholars to re-conceptualize gender in 
archaeology, including what is meant by gender, how the 
material culture of a people reflects social relationships, 
amongst other reforms to approaching gender-related 
items (Conkey 1997).  
Out of this same feminist movement came the 
modern Goddess movement. The Goddess movement is a 
political and spiritual reclaiming of a woman’s femininity in 
terms that are free from the perspectives, definitions, and 
values attached to it by men (Rountree 2001: 6). Goddess 
feminists are also associated with the feminist agenda of 
the 1960s and 1970s, and have portrayed the Venus 
figurines as representations of the Upper Paleolithic pan-
European Mother Goddess, a deification of female 
sexuality and fecundity (Russell 1998). Much of this 
movement has been mythologized, with literature largely 
reflecting popular views rather than archaeological 
evidence. Some attempts at combining modern mythology 
and academia have been made, resulting in poor 
scholarship based on cherry picking through the 
archaeological record, much to the chagrin of feminist 
archaeologists still attempting to make a name for 
themselves in a traditionally male-dominated field 
(Rountree 2001).  
 
Interpretations of the Purpose and Function of the 
Venus 
As varied as the approaches to understanding the 
Venus figurines have been, interpretations of their 
authorship, meaning and function are even more diverse. 
To explore the varied interpretations, I begin by discussing 
the question of creatorship, including assumptions of male 
agency and a recent study with compelling evidence for 
female self-representation (McDermott 1996). I then 
examine some overarching themes in the scholarly 
literature regarding the possible meanings and functions of 
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the Venus figurines. These themes include: sex, fertility 
and beauty; religious functions and matrifocal societies; 
and representations of actual people with practical 
functions.  
It traditionally has been assumed that the Venus 
figurines were created by men to serve male agendas as 
erotic representations of sexuality, beauty and fertility. This 
androcentric view of the Venuses has been espoused both 
in archaeological and art history scholarship. For example 
Berenguer, as quoted by Nelson, questioned “How did the 
artist’s vision, which reflected the ideal of his time, see 
her? For as with man, we can never know what she really 
looked like…so we have to make do with the version her 
companion, man, had of her” (1990:16). This leaves no 
room for doubt that the use of “man” in this context is not 
generic, but specific to the male sex. In a similar way, 
Leroi-Gourhan is also quoted by Nelson as mentioning that 
the “first figurines representing man – or at least his wife,” 
(1990:16) which once again demonstrates androcentric 
understandings of who was making the figurines and for 
whom they were intended. The androcentric understanding 
of the figurines assumes that women were acted upon, 
rather than exerting any agency over themselves or their 
image.  
A challenge to the androcentric line of thinking has 
been issued however, by McCoid and McDermott, and 
research has since been conducted that hypothesizes the 
Venus figurines were a form of self-representation by 
Upper Paleolithic female creators. McCoid and McDermott 
argue that rather than viewing women as “passive 
spectators”, the statuettes were created by women through 
the only means of self-examination available to them 
(1996). For example, proportions that seem stylized when 
viewed from the front, back, and sides, take on an entirely 
different appearance when observed from the top down. 
During the Upper Paleolithic, mirrors were unavailable, and 
for a woman to know what she looked like, she could only 
look down upon herself. By recreating that perspective with 
modern photography, it has been shown that the view of a 
woman looking down upon her own body would appear 
similar to the view looking down on a Venus. McDermott 
and McCoid argue that this perspective would explain why 
many Venuses lack defined faces, possess smaller heads, 
and why the legs seem to disappear to a point in what has 
!
Figure'2 From'left'to'right'are'the'Brassempouy'Venus,'Moravany'Venus,'and'Yeliseevichi'Venus.'These'
Venuses'are'vastly'different'in'style,'level'of'detail'and'portrayal'of'the'female'form;'this'variety'has'
not'traditionally'been'acknowledged'in'descriptions'of'the'Venuses'(Hitchcock'2013,'2014).'Photos:'
Cropped'to'front'view'only'from'Front&and&side&view&of&the&Venus&of&Brassempouy'by'JeanNGilles'
Berizzi/Public'Domain;'Venus&von&Moravany'by'Don'Hitchcock'at'donsmaps.com/Permission'granted'
by'photographer;'The&Yeliseevichi&venus'figure'by'Don'Hitchcock'at'donsmaps.com/Permission'granted'
by'photographer.'
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been termed the “lozenge composition” by the French 
archaeologist Andre Leroi-Gourhan (McDermott 1996: 
228). While we may never have any conclusive evidence 
to prove one way or another who was creating these 
figurines, this simple shift in our perspective of the Venus 
figurines as being created by either males or females 
opens up a whole range of interpretations that were 
previously unavailable, and thus unexamined. 
A common theme to interpretations of the Venuses is 
to describe them as representations of fertility, sexual 
desire, and beauty. This idea has been repeated since 
they were first discovered, and is still touted in scholarly 
literature today (Nelson 1990). Much of the literature to this 
effect assumes male agency in their creation. Berenguer 
theorized that these statuettes were expressions of “man’s 
obsessive need for women who would bear him lots of 
children” (Russell 1998:262), and are frequently described 
as “heavily pregnant”, as Ardrey states (Russell 1998:263). 
Another theory regarding the use of the figurines, as 
proposed by Augusta, was that they functioned to ward off 
difficulties in childbirth, although the rationale behind this 
theory was not provided (Russell 1998:263). They were 
also thought to be portrayals of Upper Paleolithic beauty 
standards and expressions of sexuality. When discussing 
the Venuses, Mellaart asserted that eroticism in art “was 
inevitably connected with male impulse and desire” 
(Russell 1998:263); Seltman reflected, “these figurines 
must indicate what the men who produced them found 
interesting and desirable” (Russell 1998:263). Again, these 
interpretations are largely androcentric in that they assume 
male agency, and serve male goals.  
I believe it is necessary to challenge some underlying 
assumptions for several reason. First, evidence that men 
created these figurines is inconclusive. There is no way it 
can be determined that the Venuses were created by men 
and only by men that stands up to the scrutiny of 
reasonable doubt; this serves as an example of the ways 
the received knowledge can color our perceptions. Next, it 
is assumed by the Victorian-era archaeologists who found 
the figurines that nudity indicated eroticism, as it has more 
recently, but it is unlikely that the people of the Upper 
Paleolithic viewed nudity as western society does today. In 
this way, we are imposing our own cultural standards and 
values upon ancient peoples. Third, it is probably incorrect 
to view fertility as a goal of hunter-gatherer peoples. It is 
more likely that they tried to control the frequency of 
pregnancy due to constraints imposed by mobility needs 
and subsistence strategies, as can be evidenced by 
modern hunter-gatherer groups (Rice 1981). This is 
another way in which we impose the values of our society 
upon the makers of the Venus figurines, something that 
academia needs to be wary of (Conkey 1997).  
Another common theme in scholarly examinations of 
the Venus figurines is they served a religious function or 
reflected matrifocal social organization. This line of thought 
has become heavily entwined with the Goddess 
movement, and myths of matrifocal societies worshiping a 
pan-European Mother Goddess (Rountree 2001). There 
are many problems with these lines of inquiry. First, there 
is no evidence to prove or disprove the existence of 
matrifocal societies in the Upper Paleolithic, and as such 
the assertion is inherently flawed. There is also no 
evidence of a pan-European monotheism during the Upper 
Paleolithic (Russell 1998). In fact, the very concept of 
widespread monotheism is highly reminiscent of modern 
Judeo-Christian monotheistic tradition of one god, and only 
one god. A number of scholars have attempted to entwine 
mythology with archaeology, resulting in poor scholarship 
(Rountree 2001). The resulting literature has been met 
with accusations of “hijacking” the figurines for “purposes 
other than academic archaeological study,” per Hamilton 
(Rountree 2001:8). It has been suggested that, if indeed 
the Venuses represent a Goddess, it is better to think of 
her as “one in a varied pantheon of male, female and 
sexless supernatural beings”, which better addresses the 
variety of figurines found that are not female. Other 
interpretations viewing the Venus figurines as serving a 
religious function, as proposed by Ucko, purport that the 
figurines were the function of priestess or initiation figure, 
or as a protective talisman over dwelling places per 
Waechter (Russell 1998:266-267). 
There are others who suggest more practical 
functions of the Venuses and their interpretation, which is 
the third common theme I address in this paper. Patricia 
Rice hypothesized that the Venuses were representations 
of women throughout the lifespan (1981). Through this 
study, Rice assigned the figures to three different age 
groups and compared composition of the figurines to 
modern hunter-gatherer peoples. Rice found a strong 
correlation between age representation in the Venuses 
and composition of modern hunter-gatherers, which led 
her to conclude that it is the lifespan being depicted rather 
than just the reproductive years. Abramova offers another 
suggestion as to what is being depicted, noting that the 
Venus figurines and other Upper Paleolithic figurines were 
simply portraits of actual ancestral people. Other practical 
uses suggested by scholars include: good luck amulets; 
puppets or dolls for children; worry stones; representations 
of witches; or figurines intended to keep strangers away 
(Russell 1998:266-267). 
 
Current Understandings and Future Potential 
Having reviewed the frameworks used for 
understanding the Venus figurines, and interpretations that 
have arisen, I believe that it is safe to say there is room for 
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improvement in our approach to understanding the Venus 
figurines. These enigmatic figures have taken hold of the 
imagination for over a century, producing interpretations 
that I would argue are more indicative of our own society’s 
values and beliefs, and our ideals and desires for the 
future. The Venus has acted as a mirror through which we 
can understand our own perceptions of gender and gender 
relationships, but also serves as a strong example of why 
archaeologists must be wary of bias in interpretation. 
Furthermore, interpretations of the Venus figurines 
illustrate the need for archaeological constructs that 
acknowledge prehistoric societies and their social 
dynamics that acknowledges different approaches to 
gender. When conducting archaeology of gender 
relationships and depictions of gender, we must tread 
cautiously or risk creating a past that is suspiciously like 
society today. 
It is important that scholars take great care when 
conducting research and drawing conclusions about 
prehistoric peoples. It is an impossible expectation to find 
a researcher completely void of bias, but when dealing 
with the remains of an archaeological culture that is 
incapable of speaking for itself, archaeologists must be 
careful to avoid reproducing their own culture’s gender 
roles, ideals or sociopolitical organization (Conkey 1997). 
By attaching our own values to their material culture, we 
act as colonizers intent upon making what was theirs seem 
more like ours and providing further justification for our 
own worldview. We also must be cautious not to right the 
wrongs of past interpretations, colored by an androcentric 
worldview, by veering so far into feminism that we end up 
creating our own idealized concept of the prehistoric world 
(Rountree 2001). Drawing conclusions without adequate 
evidence is inappropriate, no matter what “side” one is on, 
and therefore, should be avoided. I also assert that the 
people of the past may not have been as concerned with 
gender as modern people are, and that a binary 
interpretation of gender is unlikely to reflect the people of 
the Upper Paleolithic (Clark 2003). In addition, I would 
emphasize that responsible archaeology regarding gender 
depictions and relations involves addressing one’s own 
cultural bias (Conkey 1997), and challenging some of our 
common misconceptions about the way we view objects, 
such as binary views on gender, and acknowledging 
objects as dynamic facets of social relationships (Orton 
2010). It is important to recognize that the Venuses are but 
one depiction of women from the Upper Paleolithic; any 
conclusions we draw about the men and women who 
created and used the Venuses based solely upon the 
figurines would reduce the complex and nuanced nature of 
human society to a single aspect of their material culture. If 
we want to understand the gender dynamic that existed in 
Upper Paleolithic hunter-gatherer groups, we need to 
gather information from a variety of sources available to us 
in order to make well-rounded inferences about gender 
role (Gibbs 1998).  
 
Conclusion 
 
Since their discovery, the Venus figurines have been 
an endless source of fascination for the scholarly 
community. These figurines were created by nomadic 
hunter-gatherers across Eurasia during the Upper 
Paleolithic, are diverse in form, and have sparked 
numerous interpretations. Initial emphasis on androcentric 
interpretations has begun to give way under the scrutiny of 
feminist archaeologists since the 1960s and 1970s and 
archaeological knowledge has been merged with 
mythology with the genesis of the modern Goddess 
movement. Interpretations range from the Venuses as 
representations of sexuality, fertility, beauty, religious 
objects, indications of matrifocal social organization, to 
serving many other practical purposes. Both old and new 
understandings must be passed under the strictest 
scrutiny to ensure minimization of bias in interpretation. I 
assert that it is of the utmost importance to interpret 
objects representing gender, and thereby interpretations 
that assume gender relations and social dynamics, in a 
manner that avoids reductionist theories. Theories must be 
based upon as many different aspects of gender 
representation as is possible, or the picture we get of 
prehistoric peoples is likely to be a misrepresentation. By 
learning to understand gender and the manifold ways it is 
represented in prehistory, we can gain a richer 
appreciation of the people and material culture that have 
come since. 
 
Dr. Robin Smith served as faculty sponsor for the 
submission of this article to PURE Insights.  
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